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The Town Hall has facilities for wheelchair users, 
including lifts and toilets 

 

T  

An Induction loop operates to enhance sound for 
anyone wearing a hearing aid or using a transmitter 
and infra red hearing aids are available for use 
during the meeting.  If you require any further 
information or assistance, please contact the 
receptionist on arrival. 

  

 FIRE / EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURE 
 

If the fire alarm sounds continuously, or if you are 
instructed to do so, you must leave the building by 
the nearest available exit.  You will be directed to 
the nearest exit by council staff.  It is vital that you 
follow their instructions: 
 

• You should proceed calmly; do not run and do 
not use the lifts; 

• Do not stop to collect personal belongings; 

• Once you are outside, please do not wait 
immediately next to the building, but move 
some distance away and await further 
instructions; and 

• Do not re-enter the building until told that it is 
safe to do so. 

 



ADULT SOCIAL CARE & HOUSING OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

AGENDA 
 

Part One Page 
 

29. PROCEDURAL BUSINESS 

 (a) Declaration of Substitutes – Where Councillors are unable to attend a 
meeting, a substitute Member from the same Political Group may 

attend, speak and vote in their place for that meeting. 
 
(b) Declarations of Interest by all Members present of any personal 

interests in matters on the agenda, the nature of any interest and 
whether the Members regard the interest as prejudicial under the 
terms of the Code of Conduct.  

 
(c)  Exclusion of Press and Public - To consider whether, in view of the 

nature of the business to be transacted, or the nature of the 
proceedings, the press and public should be excluded from the 
meeting when any of the following items are under consideration. 

 
 NOTE:  Any item appearing in Part 2 of the Agenda states in its 

heading the category under which the information disclosed in the 
report is exempt from disclosure and therefore not available to the 
public. 

 
 A list and description of the exempt categories is available for 
public inspection at Brighton and Hove Town Halls. 

1 - 2 

 

30. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING  

 

31. CHAIRMAN'S COMMUNICATIONS  

 

32. PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

 No public questions have been received. 
 

 

 

33. LETTERS FROM COUNCILLORS 

 No letters have been received. 
 

 

 

34. NOTICES OF MOTIONS REFERRED FROM COUNCIL 

 No Notices of Motion have been received. 
 

 

 

35. MEMBERS' DEVELOPMENT SESSION ON LEASEHOLD ISSUES 

 Presentation by Dave Arthur, Right to Buy and Leasehold Senior Officer 

 

 



ADULT SOCIAL CARE & HOUSING OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

36. CARE QUALITY COMMISSION INSPECTION 

 Report from the Acting Director of Adult Social Care. 

3 - 52 

 

37. HOUSING REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENT PARTNERSHIP 
PROGRESS REPORT 

 Report from the Acting Director of Housing Management 

53 - 68 

 

38. HOUSING AND HEALTH INEQUALITIES GROUP 

 Report of the Head of Housing Strategy – report to follow 

69 - 80 

 

39. ITEMS TO GO FORWARD TO CABINET OR THE RELEVANT 
CABINET MEMBER MEETING 

 To consider items to be submitted to the next available Cabinet or 
Cabinet Member Meeting. 

 

 

40. ITEMS TO GO FORWARD TO COUNCIL 

 To consider items to be submitted to the next Council meeting for 
information. 

 

 

 

The City Council actively welcomes members of the public and the press to attend its 
meetings and holds as many of its meetings as possible in public.  Provision is also made 
on the agendas for public questions to committees and details of how questions can be 
raised can be found on the website and/or on agendas for the meetings. 
 
The closing date for receipt of public questions and deputations for the next meeting is 12 
noon on the fifth working day before the meeting. 
 
Agendas and minutes are published on the council’s website www.brighton-hove.gov.uk.  
Agendas are available to view five working days prior to the meeting date. 
 
Meeting papers can be provided, on request, in large print, in Braille, on audio tape or on 
disc, or translated into any other language as requested. 
 
For further details and general enquiries about this meeting contact Kath Vlcek, (290450, 
email kath.vlcek@brighton-hove.gov.uk) or email scrutiny@brighton-hove.gov.uk 
 
 

 

Date of Publication - Wednesday, 27 October 2010 

 

 

 





  

       Agenda Item 29 
 
 
To consider the following Procedural Business:- 
 
A. Declaration of Substitutes 
 

Where a Member of the Committee is unable to attend a meeting for 
whatever reason, a substitute Member (who is not a Cabinet Member) 
may attend and speak and vote in their place for that meeting. 
Substitutes are not allowed on Scrutiny Select Committees or Scrutiny 
Panels. 

 
 The substitute Member shall be a Member of the Council drawn from 

the same political group as the Member who is unable to attend the 
meeting, and must not already be a Member of the Committee. The 
substitute Member must declare themselves as a substitute, and be 
minuted as such, at the beginning of the meeting or as soon as they 
arrive.  

 
 
B. Declarations of Interest 
 
 (1) To seek declarations of any personal or personal & prejudicial 

interests under Part 2 of the Code of Conduct for Members in 
relation to matters on the Agenda.  Members who do declare such 
interests are required to clearly describe the nature of the interest.   

  
 (2) A Member of the Overview and Scrutiny Commission, an 

Overview and Scrutiny Committee or a Select Committee has a 
prejudicial interest in any business at meeting of that Committee 
where –  
(a) that business relates to a decision made (whether 
implemented or not) or action taken by the Executive or another 
of the Council’s committees, sub-committees, joint committees or 
joint sub-committees; and 
(b) at the time the decision was made or action was taken the 
Member was  
 (i) a Member of the Executive or that committee, sub-committee, 
joint committee or joint sub-committee and  
 (ii) was present when the decision was made or action taken. 

 
 (3) If the interest is a prejudicial interest, the Code requires the 

Member concerned:-  
(a) to leave the room or chamber where the meeting takes place 

while the item in respect of which the declaration is made is 
under consideration. [There are three exceptions to this rule 
which are set out at paragraph (4) below]. 

(b) not to exercise executive functions in relation to that business 
and  
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(c) not to seek improperly to influence a decision about that 
business. 

 
(4) The circumstances in which a Member who has declared a 

prejudicial interest is permitted to remain while the item in respect 
of which the interest has been declared is under consideration 
are:- 
(a) for the purpose of making representations, answering 

questions or giving evidence relating to the item, provided that 
the public are also allowed to attend the meeting for the same 
purpose, whether under a statutory right or otherwise, BUT the 
Member must leave immediately after he/she has made the 
representations, answered the questions, or given the 
evidence, 

(b) if the Member has obtained a dispensation from the Standards 
Committee, or 

(c) if the Member is the Leader or a Cabinet Member and has 
been required to attend before an Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee or Sub-Committee to answer questions. 

 
C. Declaration of Party Whip 
 

To seek declarations of the existence and nature of any party whip in 
relation to any matter on the Agenda as set out at paragraph 8 of the 
Overview and Scrutiny Ways of Working. 

 
D. Exclusion of Press and Public 

 
To consider whether, in view of the nature of the business to be 
transacted, or the nature of the proceedings, the press and public 
should be excluded from the meeting when any of the following items 
are under consideration. 
 
Note: Any item appearing in Part 2of the Agenda states in its heading 
the category under which the information disclosed in the report is 
confidential and therefore not available to the public. 
 
A list and description of the exempt categories is available for the 
public inspection at Brighton and Hove Town Halls. 
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ADULT SOCIAL CARE & 
HOUSING OVERIEW & 
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

Item 36 
 

Brighton & Hove City Council 

 

Subject: Care Quality Commission Inspection Report 

Date of Meeting: November 4th 2010 

Report of: Director of Adult Social Care 

Contact Officer: Name:  Philip Letchfield Tel: 29-5078      

 E-mail: philip.letchfield@brighton-hove.gov.uk 

Key Decision: No  

Wards Affected: All  

 

FOR GENERAL RELEASE 
 
 
 
1. SUMMARY AND POLICY CONTEXT: 

  

 
1.1 The Care Quality Commission (CQC) is the independent regulator of health and 

adult social care services in England. 
 
1.2 In May 2010 an inspection team from CQC visited Brighton & Hove to find out 

how well the Council was delivering social care. They focused their visit upon the 
level of choice and control for people with a learning disability and the 
safeguarding of adults whose circumstances made them vulnerable. In addition 
the inspectors also consider the Councils capacity for improvement by focusing 
upon leadership and the commissioning and use of resources. 

 
1.3 Following their inspection the CQC published a report of their findings and they 

presented this report to a recent Cabinet Member Meeting. 
 
1.4 The Council has developed an improvement plan in relation to the findings. 
 
 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS:  
 
 
 (1) That the Committee discuss and comment on the Inspection Report and the 

Councils improvement plan. 
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3. RELEVANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION/CHRONOLOGY OF KEY 
EVENTS: 

  
3.1 A copy of the full CQC report is attached. 
 
3.2 In summary the inspection found that the Council was performing well in relation 

to both safeguarding adults and promoting choice and control for people with a 
learning disability. The report also concluded that the capacity to improve in 
Brighton & Hove was promising. 

 
3.3 On pages 5 to 8 the report summarises what Brighton & Hove is doing well and 

also recommends matters for improvement. There then follows a more detailed 
analysis of the findings of the inspection. 

 
3.4 There is much to commend in the report and this is a credit to our staff and the 

quality of their work. 
 

3.5 There are of course areas for improvement, which are in line with our own 
analysis of the local position. An improvement plan has been completed to 
respond to these matters and this is appended to this report 

 
4. CONSULTATION 

  
4.1 The Inspection report has been widely circulated and made available. 
 
4.2 Lead officers consulted with key stakeholders in relation to the improvement 

plan. 
 
5. FINANCIAL & OTHER IMPLICATIONS: 
 
 Financial Implications: 

 
 

5.1 There are no direct implications arising from the recommendations of 
this report. The costs of the improvement plan in relation to the CQC 
findings will form part of the budget strategy and will be largely met from 
within existing resources.  

 
 Finance Officer Consulted: Name Mike Bentley      Date: 20/09/10 
 
 Legal Implications: 
 
5.2 The CQC is the statutory regulatory and inspection body for Adult Social Care in 

England. The outcome of its inspection and resulting recommendations should 
therefore be fully taken into account and implemented. Appropriate consultation 
on the proposals for implementation of recommendations via the Improvement 
Plan appended to this report has been undertaken. 

 
 There are no specific Human Rights Act 1998 implications arising from this 
report. 

 
 Lawyer Consulted: Name Sandra O’Brien Date: 20/09/2010 
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 Equalities Implications: 
 
 
5.3 These are an integral element of the report and the improvement plan. 
 
 Sustainability Implications: 
  
 
5.4 There are no specific implications. 
 
 Crime & Disorder Implications:  
  
 
5.5 There are no specific implications. 
 

 Risk and Opportunity Management Implications:  
  
 
5.6 The report provides an expert external analysis of our performance and an 

opportunity to further improve the services and outcomes that we deliver with 
local people. 

 
 Corporate / Citywide Implications: 
 
5.7 Some of the improvement actions will require support and involvement from 

corporate colleagues and other stakeholders across the city. 
 
 
6. EVALUATION OF ANY ALTERNATIVE OPTION(S): 

 
 
6.1 It is a regulatory requirement that the CQC Inspection Report is presented to an 

appropriate public meeting of the Council alongside the Councils improvement 
plan. 

 
7. REASONS FOR REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 
7.1 The recommendations are focused upon ensuring that the Council continues to 

improve the quality of its services and the outcomes for local people in response 
to a formal Inspection by the regulator for social care. 

 
 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 

 
Appendices: 
 
1. Care Quality Commission Inspection Report 
 
2. Brighton & Hove Council Improvement Plan 
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Documents In Members’ Rooms 
 
1.        None  
 
  
 
Background Documents 

 
 
1. None 
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+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),6 "/'1-- "++ "-2$/,- 1# -1/)"+ )*/+&-)1*C  

  E"( 2'1A1,$( 2$'-1* /$*,'$( 2+"**)*% "*( 1&,/1A$ 4"-$( -&221', 2+"**)*%G 3),0 
" /+$"' #1/&- 1* $*-&')*% O&"+),6 1# 1&,/1A$- #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C  

  J'1<)($( 2"/H"%$- 1# /"'$ ,0", A$, 2$12+$\- *$$(-G 3$'$ 1# " %11( O&"+),6 "*( 
3$'$ <"+&$( 46 ,0$ 2$12+$ '$/$)<)*% ,0$AC 

  D"- "("2,)*% /&''$*, -$'<)/$- ,1 A"L)A)-$ #+$L)4)+),6 "*( /01)/$ #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C 

U
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S*"!AA*(B.+'!($%&!2%'A)2!7'(3%!#+"!A*$%'(%12'34+!(%5%6!7*%

G.&*3#.2B'(3%.B#0+$%

>0$ /1&*/)+ "*( 2"',*$'-= 

  !01&+( $*-&'$ A1'$ $##$/,)<$ 31'H #1/&-$( 1* $*-&')*% ,0", <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,- #$+, 
-"#$ )* ,0$ /1AA&*),6 "*( /1*#)($*, )* '$21',)*% 0"'"--A$*, 1' ()-/')A)*",)1*C  

  !01&+( 2'1A1,$ "3"'$*$-- 1# -"#$%&"'()*% "*( H$$2)*% -"#$ "A1*%-, ()<$'-$ 
%'1&2- 1# <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,- "*( /"'$'-C 

  !01&+( "(('$-- <"')"4)+),6 )* ,0$ O&"+),6 1# -"#$%&"'()*% 2'"/,)/$ "*( '$/1'()*% ,1 
$*-&'$ ,0", 21-),)<$ 1&,/1A$- "*( A),)%",)1* 1# ')-H 3"- /1*-)-,$*,+6 -$/&'$(C 

  !01&+( $*-&'$ ,0", ,0$ &-$ 1# "(<1/"/6 )- 2'1A1,$( )* -"#$%&"'()*% 31'HC  

>("2*.$*B%"4!'"*%.(B%"!(+2!0%&!2%)*!)0*%J'+4%0*.2('(3%B'$./'0'+'*$%

>0$ /1&*/)+ -01&+(= 

  B*-&'$ ,0", A1'$ 2$12+$ "'$ "3"'$ 1# -$'<)/$- "*( -&221', ,0", )- "<")+"4+$ ,1 ,0$A 
,0'1&%0 2'1A1,)*% "//$-- ,1 )*#1'A",)1* A1'$ $##$/,)<$+6C  

  I$<$+12 4$,,$' )*#1'A",)1* "41&, -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221', )* /1*-&+,",)1* 3),0 2$12+$ 
3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( ,0$)' /"'$'-C 

  !,'$*%,0$* -)%*21-,)*% "''"*%$A$*,- ,1 ,0$ '"*%$ 1# +13V+$<$+ -&221', 1' $"'+6 
)*,$'<$*,)1* -$'<)/$- "/'1-- "++ "-2$/,- 1# -1/)"+ )*/+&-)1*C 

  Y$<)$3 ,0$ "($O&"/6 1# +13V+$<$+ -&221', 1' $"'+6 )*,$'<$*,)1* -$'<)/$- #1' 2$12+$ 
3),0 A)+( 1' A1($'",$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C  

  ^*($',"H$ *$$(- "*"+6-)- 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 A)+( 1' A1($'",$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G 
301-$ *$$(- "*( <&+*$'"4)+),6 3"- )*/'$"-$( 46 1,0$' #"/,1'- -&/0 "- ('&% 1' 
"+/101+ A)-&-$G 01A$+$--*$-- 1' A$*,"+ 0$"+,0 2'14+$A- "*( ($<$+12 "* "/,)1* 
2+"* ,1 "(('$-- )--&$-C 
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T4.+%12'34+!(%5%6!7*%J.$%B!'(3%J*00%+!%*($#2*%+4*'2%".)."'+9%+!%
'A)2!7*%

;2!7'B'(3%0*.B*2$4')%

>0$ /1&*/)+= 

  E"( $*%"%$( $##$/,)<$+6 3),0 " '"*%$ 1# -,"H$01+($'- )* ($<$+12)*% ,0$ #1&*(",)1*- 
#1' )A2+$A$*,)*% 2$'-1*"+)-",)1*C 

  D"- "/,)<$+6 2'1A1,)*% ,0$ $*%"%$A$*, 1# ,0$ /1AA&*),6 "*( "++ -,"H$01+($'- 3),0 
" *$3G "A4),)1&- 2'121-"+ #1' 2$'-1*"+)-",)1*C  

  J'1<)($( " '"*%$ 1# #1'&A- #1' -,"H$01+($'- ,1 4$ $*%"%$( )* -$'<)/$ 2+"**)*%C  

  E"( 31'H$( $##$/,)<$+6 3),0 2"',*$'- ,1 $A4$( -"#$%&"'()*% "/'1-- "%$*/)$-C  

  E"( ,"H$* ($/)-)<$ "/,)1* ,1 -,'$*%,0$* /1*-)-,$*/6 "*( O&"+),6 1# 2'"/,)/$ )* O&"+),6 
"--&'"*/$ "*( ("," "*"+6-)-C   

8!AA'$$'!('(3%.(B%#$*%!&%2*$!#2"*$%

>0$ /1&*/)+= 

  Q"-$( -,'",$%)/ 2+"**)*% 1* -,'1*% P1)*, -,'",$%)/ *$$(- "*"+6-)-G 3),0 2+"*- ,1 
($<$+12 " -$2"'",$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),6 *$$(- "*"+6-)-C  

  E"( $##$/,)<$ P1)*, /1AA)--)1*)*% "''"*%$A$*,- ,0", 0"( 4$$* -,'$*%,0$*$( 46 ,0$ 
'$/$*, ($<$+12A$*, 1# *$3 21-,-C  

  I$<$+12$( 21-),)<$ "*( A",&'$ '$+",)1*-0)2- 3),0 -,"H$01+($'- "*( A1-, #$+, 3$++ 
$*%"%$( )* -$'<)/$ 2+"**)*% "*( /1*-&+,",)1* #1' ($+)<$'6C  

  E"( " %11( ,'"/H '$/1'( 1# &-)*% '$-1&'/$- $##$/,)<$+6G 3),0 3$++V/1*-)($'$( A$()&A 
,$'A #)*"*/)"+ 2+"**)*% "*( "* "22'12')",$ '$%"'( #1' <"+&$ #1' A1*$6C  

W
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S*"!AA*(B.+'!($%&!2%'A)2!7'(3%".)."'+9%'(%12'34+!(%5%6!7*%

;2!7'B'(3%0*.B*2$4') 

>0$ /1&*/)+ -01&+(= 

  .A2'1<$ $*%"%$A$*, 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G /"'$'- "*( 1,0$' 
-,"H$01+($'-C 

  I$<$+12 /+$"'$' -,'",$%)/ +)*H- 3),0 /1'21'",$ 2"',*$'-G $*-&')*% ,0", "(&+, -1/)"+ 
/"'$ )--&$- 3$'$ A1'$ /+$"'+6 '$#$'$*/$( )* /1'21'",$ -,'",$%)$-C   

  N1)*,+6 3),0 0$"+,0 2"',*$'-G ($<$+12 " /+$"' A1($+ #1' ,0$ #&,&'$ /1*#)%&'",)1* "*( 
'1+$- 1# -,"## "*( -$'<)/$- ,1 -&221', ,0$ <)-)1* #1' ,'"*-#1'A",)1* 1# -1/)"+ /"'$C  

  B-,"4+)-0 " -,'1*%$' -,'",$%)/ #1/&- "*( '1+$ #1' ,0$ -"#$%&"'()*% <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,- 
41"'(G 3),0 " /+$"' '1+$ 3),0)* ,0$ *$,31'H 1# 1,0$' #1'&A- "/'1-- !&--$L "*( 
-&221',$( 46 A1'$ $##$/,)<$ -&4V%'1&2-C  

  B*-&'$ /1*-)-,$*/6 "*( $O&),6 1# O&"+),6 "--&'"*/$ 1# "++ -$'<)/$- #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),6 "*( "(('$-- O&"+),6 )--&$- 3),0 /&''$*, -$'<)/$- 30$'$ /1*/$'*- 
0"<$ 4$$* )($*,)#)$( 

  I$<$+12 A1'$ '14&-, O&"+),6 "*"+6-)- 1# -"#$%&"'()*% ("," "*( ,'$*(-G ,1 )*#1'A 
,'")*)*%G 2'"/,)/$ "*( ($<$+12 ,"'%$,$( )*),)",)<$-C  

8!AA'$$'!('(3%.(B%#$*%!&%2*$!#2"*$%

>0$ /1&*/)+ -01&+(= 

  I')<$ " ]-,$2 /0"*%$\ )* ,0$ 2"/$ 1# ,'"*-#1'A",)1*G ,1 4'1"($* ,0$ #1/&- ,1 )*/+&($ 
3)($' -$'<)/$ ($<$+12A$*, "*( A1'$ "A4),)1&- A"'H$, '$/1*#)%&'",)1*C  

  J'1A1,$ " -,'1*%$' "*( /+$"'$' +1*%V,$'A -,'",$%)/ <)$3 1# /1AA)--)1*)*% )*,$*,)1*- 
31'H)*% 3),0 -,"H$01+($'- 1* )A2+$A$*,",)1*C  

%

R
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8!(+*M+%
 

>0$ /),6 1# Q')%0,1* "*( E1<$ )- +1/",$( 1* ,0$ -1&,0 /1"-, 1# B*%+"*(C ;//1'()*% ,1 
,0$ 7889 ?$*-&-G ), 0"- " '$-)($*, 212&+",)1* 1# "22'1L)A",$+6 7X9GX88C >0$ 
212&+",)1* )- %$*$'"++6 61&*% "*( ()<$'-$ V 1*$ ,0)'( 1# ,0$ 212&+",)1* )- "%$( 7XV__ 
6$"'- 1+(C >0$ "'$" 0"- " A&/0 0)%0$' 2'121',)1* 1# -)*%+$ "(&+,- ,0"* '$%)1*"+ 1' 
*",)1*"+ "<$'"%$- "/'1-- "++ "%$ %'1&2-C  ;22'1L)A",$+6 9_ 2$' /$*, 1# ,0$ 
212&+",)1* "'$ +$-4)"*G %"6G 4)-$L&"+ "*( ,'"*-%$*($' '$-)($*,-C F$"'+6 -)L 2$' /$*, 
1# ,0$ '$-)($*, 212&+",)1* )- #'1A " *1*VB&'12$"* A)*1'),6 $,0*)/ 4"/H%'1&*(G 30)/0 
)- +13$' ,0"* ,0$ *",)1*"+ "<$'"%$G 4&, 0)%0$' ,0"* ,0$ "<$'"%$ #1' ,0$ !1&,0 B"-, 
'$%)1*C >0$ +"'%$-, *&A4$' 1# ,01-$ 301 ($/+"'$( " '$+)%)1&- "##)+)",)1* )* ,0$ 7889 
?$*-&- 3$'$ ?0')-,)"*- `X:C9 2$' /$*,aC b,0$' #"),0 %'1&2- -,",$( 3$'$ .-+"A `9CX 
2$' /$*,aG N$3)-0 `9CR 2$' /$*,aG Q&((0)-,- `8CZ 2$' /$*,aG E)*(&- `8CX 2$' /$*,aG 
!)H0- `8C9 2$' /$*,aC >3$*,6 -$<$* 2$' /$*, 1# '$-21*($*,- ($/+"'$( ,0$A-$+<$- ,1 
4$ 1# *1 '$+)%)1*C  
 
>0$'$ 3$'$ $-,)A",$( ,1 4$ SG888 "(&+,- 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- +)<)*% )* Q')%0,1* W 
E1<$ c P&-, 1<$' ,31 2$' /$*,C b# ,0$-$G Z87 3$'$ '$/$)<)*% -$'<)/$- )*/+&()*% 7XZ 
+)<)*% )* '$-)($*,)"+ /"'$ 01A$-C  
 
>0$'$ "'$ 79 3"'(- )* Q')%0,1* W E1<$ 3),0 $),0$' ,31 1' ,0'$$ /1&*/)++1'- 
'$2'$-$*,)*% $"/0 3"'(G %)<)*% " ,1,"+ 1# X_ /1&*/)++1'-C >0$ ?1*-$'<",)<$ 2"',6 01+( 
A1-, /1&*/)+ -$",- `7XaG 3),0 9R M"41&'G 97 K'$$* 2"',6G ,31 M)4$'"+ I$A1/'",- "*( 
1*$ .*($2$*($*, /1&*/)++1'-C  
 
>0$ ;&(), ?1AA)--)1*\- ?1A2'$0$*-)<$ ;'$" ;--$--A$*, `?;;a )* 788:G P&(%$( 
,0$ /1&*/)+ ,1 0"<$ " ]%'$$* #+"%\ `$L/$2,)1*"+ 2$'#1'A"*/$ 1' )**1<",)1* ,0", 1,0$'- 
/"* +$"'* #'1Aa )* ,0$ "'$" 1# 2"',*$'-0)2 31'H)*% ,0", 0"- '$(&/$( 61&,0 ()-1'($' 
"*( )A2'1<$( ,0$ -$/&'),6 "*( O&"+),6 1# +)#$ #1' 2$12+$ )* ,0$ /),6 ", *)%0, ,)A$C >0$ 
/1&*/)+ 0"( 1*$ ]'$( #+"%\ `-)%*)#)/"*, /1*/$'*-G "/,)1* *$$($(a '$%"'()*% /1&*/)+ 
01A$- *1, A$$,)*% 4"-)/ -,"*("'(-C 
 
>0$ ?"'$ @&"+),6 ?1AA)--)1* `?@?a P&(%$( "(&+, /"'$ -$'<)/$- ,1 4$ 2$'#1'A)*% 
3$++ #1' ,0$ ($+)<$'6 1# 1&,/1A$- * F1<$A4$' 788:C >0$ ;**&"+ J$'#1'A"*/$ 
;--$--A$*, *1,$( ,0", 2$'#1'A"*/$ 3"- $L/$++$*, )* ,0'$$ 1&,/1A$ "'$"- `.A2'1<$( 
O&"+),6 1# +)#$d A"H)*% " 21-),)<$ /1*,')4&,)1*d "*( $/1*1A)/ 3$++V4$)*%a 3),0 ,0$ #1&' 
1,0$' "'$"- 4$)*% P&(%$( ,1 4$ ]2$'#1'A)*% 3$++\C  
 

 

N
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O*9%&'(B'(3$%

G.&*3#.2B'(3%

;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%.2*%&2**%&2!A%B'$"2'A'(.+'!(%!2%
4.2.$$A*(+%'(%+4*'2%0'7'(3%*(7'2!(A*(+$%.(B%(*'34/!#24!!B$X%;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%
$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%.2*%$.&*3#.2B*B%&2!A%.00%&!2A$%!&%./#$*X%;*2$!(.0%
".2*%A.'(+.'($%+4*'2%4#A.(%2'34+$Y%)2*$*27'(3%B'3('+9%.(B%2*$)*"+Y%4*0)$%+4*A%
+!%/*%"!A&!2+./0*%'(%+4*'2%*(7'2!(A*(+Y%.(B%$#))!2+$%&.A'09%.(B%$!"'.0%0'&*X 

 

;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%.2*%&2**%&2!A%B'$"2'A'(.+'!(%!2%
4.2.$$A*(+%J4*(%+4*9%#$*%$*27'"*$X%G!"'.0%".2*%"!(+2'/#+*$%+!%+4*%
'A)2!7*A*(+%!&%"!AA#('+9%$.&*+9X 

Q')%0,1* W E1<$ /1&*/)+ 3$'$ -,'1*%+6 /1AA),,$( ,1 ,"/H+)*% ,0$ /"&-$- "- 3$++ "- 
,0$ )*/)($*/$ 1# ()-/')A)*",)1* "*( 0"'"--A$*, $##$/,)*% <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,- "*( 
/"'$'-C J1-),)<$ 31'H ,1 "(('$-- ()-"4)+),6 0",$ /')A$ 3"- 4$%)**)*% ,1 0"<$ " 
,"*%)4+$ )A2"/,C 
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ %"<$ " 0)%0 2'1#)+$ ,1 $O&"+),)$- "*( "*,)V()-/')A)*",)1* "/'1-- ,0$ -)L 
-,'"*(- 1# ()<$'-),6G $*-&')*% ,0", -,"## 0"( 0"( "22'12')",$ ,'")*)*% '$+$<"*, ,1 ,0$)' 
'1+$C >0)- 3"- -&221',$( 46 " /1'21'",$ "22'1"/0 ,1 2'1A1,)*% $O&"+),6 '$#+$/,$( )* 
-,'",$%)/ 2+"*-G 30)/0 3"- (')<)*% " /1AA),A$*, ,1 2'1A1,$ -1/)"+ )*/+&-)1* "/'1-- 
"++ A$A4$'- 1# ,0$ /1AA&*),6C b*$ 21-),)<$ $L"A2+$ 1# ,0)- 3"- ,0$ )**1<",)<$ 
>0&A4- ^2 )*),)",)<$G 30)/0 0"( $*%"%$( 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- )* 
$*/1&'"%)*% +1/"+ 4&-)*$--$- ,1 2'1<)($ ]%11( /&-,1A$' -$'<)/$\ ,1 ,0$AC  ; -)A2+$ 
"*( $##$/,)<$ ,$*V21)*, %&)($ "*( IeI #1' 4&-)*$--$- 0"( 4$$* 2'1(&/$(G 3),0 " 
'$/$*, +"&*/0 ")A)*% ,1 4&)+( &21* ,0$ )*),)"+ ,3$*,6 4&-)*$--$- ,0", 0"( -)%*$( &2 ,1 
),- 2')*/)2+$-C  
 
BO&"+),6 .A2"/, ;--$--A$*,- `B.;a 3$'$ &*($',"H$* ,0", 3$'$ '14&-, "*( 0"( 
A$"-&'"4+$ "/,)1* 2+"*-C !1A$ 1# ,0$-$ "/,)1*- 0"( '$-&+,$( )* 21-),)<$ 1&,/1A$-G 
#1' $L"A2+$G )A2'1<$A$*,- ,1 ,0$ /1&*/)+\- "//$-- -$'<)/$ ,1 2'1A1,$ "//$--)4)+),6C 
;* )*V($2,0 B.; 3"- 4$)*% &*($',"H$* )* '$#$'$*/$ ,1 ,0$ 2$'-1*"+)-",)1* -,'",$%6G 
3),0 " /+$"' "--1/)",$( 2+"* ,1 A)*)A)-$ ')-HG A1*),1' 1&,/1A$- "*( $*%"%$ 
-,"H$01+($'- )* )A2+$A$*,",)1* 1# ,0$ -,'",$%6C  
 
; '$/$*,+6 2&4+)-0$( ?1AA&*),6 !"#$,6 -,'",$%6 -$, 1&, "* )A2'$--)<$ '$<)$3 1# ,0$ 
)--&$- #"/$( 46 <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,- )* '$-2$/, 1# /1AA&*),6 -"#$,6G +)*H$( ,1 " 
/1AA),A$*, ,1 ,"'%$, 31'H ", "(('$--)*% ,0$ *$$(- 1# ,0$-$ %'1&2-C ; -,$$')*% 
%'1&2 0"( 4$$* $-,"4+)-0$( ,1 "(('$-- ()-"4)+),)$- 0",$ /')A$ "- " -,'",$%)/ 2')1'),6G 
30)/0 0"( 2'1(&/$( %&)($+)*$- ,1 4$ )*/+&($( )* ,0$ *$3 &2(",$( -"#$%&"'()*% 
21+)/6 "*( 2'1/$(&'$-C F&A4$'- 1# '$21',- 1# 0",$ /')A$ 3$'$ )*/'$"-)*%G )*()/",)*% 
)*/'$"-$( "3"'$*$-- "*( /1*#)($*/$ )* '$21',)*%C ;/,)1* 0"( 4$$* ,"H$* ,1 
-,'$*%,0$* +)*H- 4$,3$$* "(&+, -1/)"+ /"'$ "*( ,0$ /1AA&*),6 -"#$,6 ,$"A ", 41,0 "* 
12$'",)1*"+ "*( -,'",$%)/ +$<$+C J'"/,),)1*$'- '$21',$( 21-),)<$ $L2$')$*/$- 1# 31'H )* 
,0)- "'$"C  
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f1++13)*% " -/'&,)*6 '$<)$3G " -2$/)#)/ 31'H 2'1%'"AA$ 0"( 4$$* ($<$+12$( ,1 
2'1A1,$ /1AA&*),6 -"#$,6 #1' 1+($' 2$12+$C ?1AA&*),6 -"#$,6 "3"'$*$-- $<$*,- 
3$'$ 4$)*% '1++$( 1&, ,"'%$,)*% 1,0$' %'1&2- -&/0 "- 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C 
E13$<$'G ,0$'$ 3"- '$/1%*),)1* ,0", 31'H '$A")*$( ,1 4$ (1*$ ,1 $A4$( /0"*%$ 
"*( 2'1A1,$ -"#$,6 #1' <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,-G #1' $L"A2+$G 0$+2)*% 2$12+$ 3),0 A$*,"+ 
0$"+,0 2'14+$A- #$$+ /1*#)($*, )* "22'1"/0)*% -,",&,1'6 -$'<)/$- ,1 '$21', ,0$)' 
$L2$')$*/$- 1# ()-/')A)*",)1* "*( 0"'"--A$*,C J$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 0"( " 
2"',)/&+"' /1*/$'* '$%"'()*% ,0$)' $L2$')$*/$ 1# 0"'"--A$*, #'1A A$A4$'- 1# ,0$ 
%$*$'"+ 2&4+)/ "*( +"/H$( /1*#)($*/$ ,0", ,0$ '$+$<"*, "&,01'),)$- /1&+( $##$/,)<$+6 
"(('$-- ,0)-C >0$'$ 3$'$ "+-1 /0"++$*%$- )* -&221',)*% -1A$ <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,- )* 
($"+)*% 3),0 $L2+1),",)1* 30$'$ ,0$ <)/,)A 3"- /1*/$'*$( "41&, +1-)*% #')$*(-0)2- 
"*( -1/)"+ /1*,"/,C .* ,0$-$ /"-$-G ), /1&+( 4$ /0"++$*%)*% #1' 21+)/$ 1' 1,0$' -$'<)/$- 
,1 #)*( "* $##$/,)<$ 3"6 1# ,"H)*% "/,)1* "%")*-, 2$'2$,'",1'-C >0)- *$$($( A1'$ 
#1/&-$( ",,$*,)1*G )*/+&()*% /1*-)($'",)1* 1# ,"'%$,)*% ,'")*)*% "*( "3"'$*$-- 
"A1*%-, 2'"/,),)1*$'- 1# 013 ,1 "(('$-- ,0$-$ )--&$-C  

;*!)0*%.2*%$.&*3#.2B*B%&2!A%./#$*Y%(*30*"+%.(B%$*0&Z4.2AX%

b<$'"++G ,0$ "''"*%$A$*,- #1' ($"+)*% 3),0 -"#$%&"'()*% )--&$- 3$'$ %11(G "*( ,0$ 
/1&*/)+ 0"( 4$$* "/,)<$ )* )($*,)#6)*% "*( "(('$--)*% "'$"- #1' )A2'1<$A$*,C 
E13$<$'G -"#$%&"'()*% 2'"/,)/$ "*( '$/1'()*% '$A")*$( <"')"4+$ 30)/0 /1&+( 
&*($'A)*$ ,0$ O&"+),6 1# 1&,/1A$- #1' <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,-C  
 
Q')%0,1* W E1<$ 0"( "(12,$( ,0$ 2"*V!&--$L -"#$%&"'()*% 21+)/6 "*( 2'1/$(&'$-G 
30)/0 2'1A1,$( /1*-)-,$*/6 1# $L2$/,",)1*- "*( '$-21*-$ #1' 2"',*$' "%$*/)$- 
31'H)*% )* ,0$ "'$"C >0$ 21+)/6 0"( A&/0 ,1 /1AA$*( ),G )*/+&()*% -$/,)1*- 1* 
2'$<$*,)1*G 2'1,$/,)1* 2+"**)*%G "*( "(('$--)*% &-$'V,1V&-$' "4&-$C >0$-$ 3$'$ 
-&221',$( 46 A1'$ ($,")+$( 12$'",)1*"+ %&)("*/$ ,1 2'"/,),)1*$'-C >0$ 21+)/6 "*( 
2'1/$(&'$- 3$'$ &*($' '$<)$3 ", ,0$ ,)A$ 1# ,0$ )*-2$/,)1*C F$3 .> ,1 -&221', 
'$/1'()*% "*( 2'"/,)/$ 3"- 4$)*% +"&*/0$( ", ,0$ -"A$ ,)A$G 3),0 "--1/)",$( *$3G 
"*( /+$"'$'G #1'A- #1' $"/0 -,"%$ 1# ,0$ -"#$%&"'()*% 2'1/$--C >0$-$ )A2'1<$A$*,- 
3$'$ ($-)%*$( ,1 "(('$-- 3$"H*$--$- )* 2'"/,)/$ ,0", ,0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( )($*,)#)$( 
,0'1&%0 ),- 13* "&(), &*($',"H$* )* 788:G )*/+&()*% /1A2+)"*/$ 3),0 ,)A$-/"+$- "#,$' 
,0$ )*),)"+ '$-21*-$G "*( /+"'),6 1# '$/1'()*% 1# ($/)-)1* A"H)*% "*( 1&,/1A$-C  >0$ 
,)A$ ,"H$* ,1 /1A2+$,$ )*<$-,)%",)1*- "*( /+1-$ /"-$- 3"- A1-, #'$O&$*,+6 )($*,)#)$( 
"- "* "'$" #1' )A2'1<$A$*, 46 2"',*$' "%$*/)$-G 2"',)/&+"'+6 )* A1'$ /1A2+$L /"-$- 
30$'$ " A$A4$' 1# -,"## A"6 4$ -&-2$*($(C  
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ 2'1<)($( "* $L,$*-)<$ 2'1%'"AA$ 1# -"#$%&"'()*% ,'")*)*% #1' 
2'"/,),)1*$'- "*( 1,0$' -$'<)/$ 2'1<)($'-G 30)/0 ",,$*($$- '$21',$( ,1 4$ 1# " 0)%0 
O&"+),6C >0)- 3"- '1++$( 1&, "+1*%-)($ ,0", 2'1<)($( 46 0$"+,0 2"',*$'- #1' ,0$)' 13* 
2'"/,),)1*$'-C !1A$ ,'")*)*% 0"( 4$$* ,"'%$,$( ", /"'$'-G 4&, %'$",$' #1/&- 3"- 
*$$($( ,1 -,'$*%,0$* ,0)- "*( "/,)<$+6 $*%"%$ 3),0 ,0$AG "- ), 0"( 4$$* )($*,)#)$( 
,0", "+$',- #'1A "*( "41&, /"'$'- 3$'$ 2"',)/&+"'+6 +13C D1'H 3"- "+-1 *$$($( ,1 
2'1A1,$ "3"'$*$-- "/'1-- %'1&2- 1# <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,- "*( ,0$ 3)($' /1AA&*),6 
"41&, 013 ,1 H$$2 ,0$A-$+<$- -"#$ "*( 30", ,1 (1 )# ,0$6 0"( /1*/$'*-C >0$ /1&*/)+ 
3"- 2+"**)*% ,1 "(('$-- ,0$ *$$( ,1 /1V1'()*",$ +),$'",&'$ "<")+"4+$ ,1 <&+*$'"4+$ 
"(&+,- ,0", 3"- 2'1<)($( 46 ,0$ ()##$'$*, 0$"+,0 "*( -1/)"+ /"'$ "%$*/)$- )*<1+<$( )* 
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2'1A1,)*% -"#$%&"'()*%C D$ -"3 $L"A2+$- 1# %11( $A$'%$*/6 4"/H &2 2+"*- #1' 
/"'$'- 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G "*( ,0)- "22'1"/0 3"- 4$)*% "(12,$( 
"/'1-- "++ &-$' %'1&2-C E13$<$'G )*#1'A",)1* 1* %$,,)*% 0$+2 1&, 1# 01&'- 1' ", 
3$$H$*(- *$$($( ,1 4$ 2'1A1,$(G 2"',)/&+"'+6 #1' 2$12+$ 301 3$'$ *1, )* '$/$)2, 1# 
" 2"/H"%$ 1# /"'$C  
 
; *$3 -6-,$A #1' /0"**$++)*% "+$',- ,0'1&%0 ,0$ ;//$-- ,$"A 0"( 4$$* 
)A2+$A$*,$(C >0)- 3"- )*,$*($( ,1 2'1A1,$ /1*-)-,$*/6 ,0'1&%0 )*),)"+ -/'$$*)*% 
"*( /+$"'$' -)%*21-,)*% 1# "+$',- ,1 ,0$ /1''$/, ,$"A-C K$*$'"++6G -,"H$01+($'- #$+, 
,0", "+$',- 3$'$ '$-21*($( ,1 21-),)<$+6 "*( 2'1A2,+6C >0$ -6-,$A 1# "--)%*)*% " 
+$<$+ ,1 "+$',- 2'1A1,$( " 2'121',)1*",$ '$-21*-$ ,0", 3"- <)$3$( "- " -$*-)4+$ "*( 
$##$/,)<$ "22'1"/0C 51-,+6 2$12+$ #$+, ,0", ,0)- 3"- "22+)$( "22'12')",$+6G "+,01&%0 
,0$ )A2'1<$( /+"'),6 "41&, ($/)-)1*VA"H)*% ,0", /1&+( *13 4$ 2'1<)($( <)" *$3 .> 
-6-,$A- 31&+( 4$ 3$+/1A$(C  
 
D$ -"3 -1A$ $L"A2+$- 1# %11( -"#$%&"'()*% 31'H &*($',"H$*G )*/+&()*% )* -1A$ 
<$'6 /1A2+$L /"-$-C E13$<$'G ,0$'$ 3"- A"'H$( <"')"4)+),6 )* ,0$ O&"+),6 1# 
/"-$31'HC ; #$3 /"-$- *$$($( ,1 2'1A1,$ " A1'$ 2'1"/,)<$ "22'1"/0 ,1 -$/&')*% 
21-),)<$ 1&,/1A$- "*( A),)%",)1* 1# ')-HC !1A$ /"-$- 0"( "/0)$<$( 21-),)<$ 
1&,/1A$-G 4&, 0"( 4+&''$( ,0$ 41&*("')$- 4$,3$$* -"#$%&"'()*% "*( /"'$ 
A"*"%$A$*,C >0)- "22$"'$( ,1 4$ A1'$ 1# "* )--&$ )* )*<$-,)%",)1*- ", ]M$<$+ 7\G 
30)/0 '$O&)'$( " '$<)$3 4$ &*($',"H$* 1# ,0$ 2$'-1*\- *$$(-C >0$ '$<)$3 1# 21+)/6 
"*( 2'1/$(&'$- 4$)*% &*($',"H$* "##1'($( " ,)A$+6 1221',&*),6 ,1 /+"')#6 ,0)- 
2"',)/&+"' "'$"C !1A$ /1*/$'*- 3$'$ #+"%%$( &2 "'1&*( ,0$ O&"+),6 1# 2'1<)($'V+$( 
)*<$-,)%",)1*-G &*($',"H$* "- 2"', 1# ]M$<$+ 9\ '$-21*-$-C D1'H 3"- 4$)*% (1*$ ,1 
$*-&'$ ,0", 2'1<)($'- 0"( &*($',"H$* "//'$(),$( ,'")*)*% ,0", 31&+( 2'1A1,$ %11( 
2'"/,)/$G "*( ,1 )*,'1(&/$ /1A2$,$*/6V4"-$( ,'")*)*% #1' "++ 2'"/,),)1*$'-C E13$<$'G 
/1*-)($'",)1* "+-1 *$$($( ,1 4$ %)<$* ,1 ,0$ "22'12')",$*$-- 1# )*V01&-$ 2'1<)($'- 
+$"()*% )*<$-,)%",)1*-G ,1 $*-&'$ ,0", ,0$'$ )- -&##)/)$*, )*($2$*($*/$ )* %1<$'*"*/$ 
"*( A1*),1')*% 1# 31'H &*($',"H$*C  
 
; 0)%0 *&A4$' 1# -"#$%&"'()*% )*<$-,)%",)1*- '$21',$( "* ])*/1*/+&-)<$\ 1&,/1A$C 
>0$ /1*,')4&,)*% #"/,1'- ,1 ,0)- *$$($( ,1 4$ $L2+1'$( ,1 $*-&'$ ,0", 2'"/,),)1*$'- 
"*( A"*"%$'- 3$'$ '$/1'()*% 1&,/1A$- "22'12')",$ ,1 ,0$ )*<$-,)%",)1*C f$$(4"/H 
,1 "+$',$'- "*( 1,0$' -,"H$01+($'- 1* ,0$ 1&,/1A$- 1# )*<$-,)%",)1*- 3"- '$21',$( ,1 
4$ )A2'1<)*%G 4&, '$A")*$( 2",/06C 
 
b2$'",)1*"+ /1*,"/, "/'1-- 0$"+,0 "*( -1/)"+ /"'$ ,$"A- 3"- %$*$'"++6 '$21',$( ,1 
4$ 21-),)<$ "*( )A2'1<)*%C E$"+,0 2"',*$'- 0"( )*($2$*($*, %1<$'*"*/$ 
"''"*%$A$*,- ,1 A1*),1' ,0$ O&"+),6 1# 2'"/,)/$ )* ,0$)' "'$"-C D1'H ,1 2'1A1,$ 
"3"'$*$-- 1# -"#$%&"'()*% 3),0 2"',*$'- 0"( '$-&+,$( )* -)%*)#)/"*,+6 )*/'$"-$( "+$',- 
#'1A 21+)/$ "*( A$*,"+ 0$"+,0 ,$"A- ;* )**1<",)<$ )*),)",)<$ 0"( 4$$* +"&*/0$( ,1 
-&221', KJ- ,1 ($<$+12 " +$"( -"#$%&"'()*% '1+$C 
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( ($A1*-,'",$( "* 12$* "*( '$-21*-)<$ "22'1"/0 ,1 )($*,)#)/",)1* 1# 
"'$"- #1' )A2'1<$A$*, )* -"#$%&"'()*% 2'1/$--$-C ., 3"- "/,)<$+6 '$<)$3)*% ,'")*)*%G 
2'"/,)/$ "*( A1*),1')*% "''"*%$A$*,- ,1 $*-&'$ ,0", 1221',&*),)$- ,1 ]3)($* 21/H$,- 
1# %11( 2'"/,)/$\ 3$'$ $##$/,)<$+6 ,"H$* &2C !2$/)#)/ 31'H 3"- 4$)*% (1*$ )* 
$<"+&",)*% "*( A"*"%)*% ')-H 3),0 2"',)/&+"' '$#$'$*/$ ,1 )--&$- "--1/)",$( 3),0 
)*/'$"-)*% &-$ 1# -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221',= ; ')-H $*"4+$A$*, 2"*$+ 0"( '$/$*,+6 4$$* 
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$-,"4+)-0$(G "*( " ]!&221', 3),0 ?1*#)($*/$\ -/0$A$ 3"- 2'1A1,)*% ,0$ -"#$ 
'$/'&),A$*, 1# J$'-1*"+ ;--)-,"*,- `J;-a 46 2$12+$ &-)*% -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221',C 
E13$<$'G -1A$ 1# ,0)- 3"- ", $"'+6 ("6- "*( -1A$ -,"H$01+($' )($*,)#)$( ,0)- "- "* 
"'$" 1# /1*/$'* ,1 ,0$A ,0", 31&+( *$$( A1'$ ",,$*,)1* "- -$+#V()'$/,$( /"'$ 
4$/"A$ A1'$ 3)($-2'$"(C  
 
.($*,)#)/",)1* 1# "'$"- #1' )A2'1<$A$*, )* -"#$%&"'()*% 2'"/,)/$ "*( 2'$<$*,)1* "+-1 
*$$($( ,1 4$ -,'$*%,0$*$( 46 " A1'$ '14&-, +)*H ,1 "*"+6-)- 1# ("," "*( ,'$*(- )* 
-"#$%&"'()*%G ,1 )*#1'A ,'")*)*% "*( 2'"/,)/$ "*( ($<$+12 ,"'%$,$( )*),)",)<$-C f1' 
$L"A2+$G -"#$%&"'()*% ("," )*()/",$( 0)%0 +$<$+- 1# "+$',- 1# "4&-$ 1# 2$12+$ 301 
3$'$ +)<)*% )*($2$*($*,+6G 2$'2$,'",$( 46 2$12+$ H*13* ,1 ,0$AG )*/+&()*% 1,0$' 
<&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,-C >0)- 3"- "* "'$" #1' #1/&-$( 31'HC 

;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%".2*2$%&'(B%+4.+%)*2$!(.0%".2*%2*$)*"+$%+4*'2%
B'3('+9Y%)2'7."9%.(B%)*2$!(.0%)2*&*2*("*$X%

Q')%0,1* W E1<$ %"<$ " 0)%0 2'1#)+$ ,1 )--&$- 1# ()%*),6 #1' 2$12+$ &-)*% -$'<)/$-G 
-1&%0, #$$(4"/H #'1A &-$'-G "*( 0"( " %11( '"*%$ 1# "(<1/"/6C ;''"*%$A$*,- #1' 
A1*),1')*% "*( '$-21*()*% ,1 ,0$ O&"+),6 1# '$%&+",$( -$'<)/$- *$$($( ,1 4$ 
-,'$*%,0$*$(C  
 
; 3$++V/11'()*",$( "*( /1A2'$0$*-)<$ "22'1"/0 3"- ,"H$* ,1 2'1A1,)*% ()%*),6G 
41,0 12$'",)1*"++6 "*( -,'",$%)/"++6C ; ()%*),6 41"'( 1<$'-"3 2'1%'$-- 1* "* "/,)1* 
2+"* "*( ,0$ ($<$+12A$*, 1# " ()%*),6 21+)/6C >0$ I)%*),6 ?0"A2)1* #1' "(&+, -1/)"+ 
/"'$ /1V1'()*",$( 31'H "/'1-- ,0$ -$/,1'G 2'1A1,)*% '$/'&),A$*, 1# /0"A2)1*- )* ,0$ 
)*($2$*($*, -$/,1' "*( A$$,)*% 3),0 +$"(- )* 2'"/,),)1*$' ,$"A- "/'1-- 0$"+,0 "*( 
-1/)"+ /"'$C I)%*),6 "*( $A213$'A$*, ,'")*)*% 3"- 2'1<)($(G -&221',$( 46 ;/,)1* 
I"6 $<$*,- 30)/0 1##$'$( " A)L,&'$ 1# -,"## "*( -$'<)/$ &-$' +$( $<$*,- ,1 2&4+)/)-$ 
,0$ '$+$<"*, )--&$-C ; *&A4$' 1# -6-,$A- 3$'$ )* 2+"/$ ,1 /"2,&'$ #$$(4"/H #'1A 
2$12+$ 301 &-$ -$'<)/$-G )*/+&()*% -&'<$6- "*( /1*,'"/, A1*),1')*%C ; *$3 I)%*),6 
?1*-&+,",)1* J1',"+ 0"( 4$$* +"&*/0$( 1* ,0$ /1&*/)+ 3$4-),$ ,1 /1++",$ "*1*6A1&- 
/1AA$*,-C J$12+$ 301 &-$ -$'<)/$- "*( /"'$'- 0"( 4$$* /1*-&+,$( ", ,0$ "**&"+ 
-"#$%&"'()*% /1*#$'$*/$ "41&, 30", ,'")*)*% -,"## -01&+( 0"<$ ,1 )A2'1<$ /&-,1A$' 
-$'<)/$C 
 
?1*,'"/,- -2$/)#)$( ,0", 2'1<)($'- /1A2+6 3),0 4$-, 2'"/,)/$ )* 2'1A1,)*% ()%*),6G 
A")*,")*)*% 2')<"/6G "*( )* '$/'&),A$*, 2'"/,)/$C K$*$'"++6G ,0$ O&"+),6 1# '$%)-,$'$( 
(1A)/)+)"'6 "*( '$%)-,$'$( /"'$ -$'<)/$- &-$( 46 ,0$ /1&*/)+ 3"- 0)%0G "*( ,0$ 
/1&*/)+ 0"( " 21+)/6 1# *1, A"H)*% *$3 2+"/$A$*,- )* -$'<)/$- ,0", 0"( 4$$* '",$( 
]211'\ 1' ]"($O&",$\ 46 ?@?C E13$<$'G ,0$'$ 3$'$ 9S -$'<)/$- 4$)*% &-$( 46 ,0$ 
/1&*/)+ ,0", 3$'$ '",$( ]211'\ `#1&'a 1' ]"($O&",$\ `97aC D0)+$ "/,)1* 0"( 4$$* ,"H$* 
46 ,0$ /1&*/)+ )* '$-21*-$ ,1 O&"+),6 )--&$-G ,0)- *$$($( ,1 4$ A1'$ /1*-)-,$*,+6 
2'1A2,G '14&-, "*( $##$/,)<$ ,1 $*-&'$ ,0", -$'<)/$- 3$'$ 2'1A1,)*% %11( O&"+),6 
/"'$ #1' 2$12+$C >0$ /1&*/)+ "+-1 *$$($( ,1 -,'$*%,0$* ),- /1*,'"/, "*( O&"+),6 
A1*),1')*% 1# 1&,V1#V41'1&%0 2+"/$A$*,- "*( $*-&'$ ,0", ), 0"( '14&-, -6-,$A- )* 
2+"/$ #1' ,0$ $"'+6 )($*,)#)/",)1* 1# "*( '$-21*-$ ,1 "*6 )--&$- ,0", "'1-$ )* -&/0 
2+"/$A$*,-C  
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>0$'$ 3"- " %11( '"*%$ 1# "(<1/"/6 -$'<)/$- "<")+"4+$G )*/+&()*% -2$/)"+)-, 
"(<1/"/6 #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G 1+($' 2$12+$G "*( 2$12+$ 3),0 A$*,"+ 
0$"+,0 2'14+$A-C >0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( "22'12')",$ "''"*%$A$*,- '$%"'()*% I$2')<",)1* 1# 
M)4$',6 -"#$%&"'(- `I1M!aG "*( .*($2$*($*, 5$*,"+ ?"2"/),6 ;(<1/"/6 `.5?;aC 
K&)("*/$ "*( ,'")*)*% 3"- "<")+"4+$ #1' -,"## 1* ,0$ 5$*,"+ ?"2"/),6 ;/,G "*( "41&, 
01+()*% Q$-, .*,$'$-, A$$,)*%-C ?"-$ #)+$- -013$( ,0", ,0$-$ "'$"- 3$'$ 3$++ 
&*($'-,11( 46 2'"/,),)1*$'- "*( ,0", %11( &-$ 3"- A"($ 1# ,0$ .5?; -$'<)/$C 
E13$<$'G %'$",$' ",,$*,)1* 3"- *$$($( ,1 $*-&'$ ,0", /"2"/),6 "--$--A$*,- 3$'$ 
&*($',"H$* "*( 2'12$'+6 '$/1'($( "- "22'12')",$G "*( )* 2'1A1,)*% ,0$ &-$ 1# 
"(<1/"/6 ,1 -&221', 2$12+$ 301 0"( /"2"/),6 )* -"#$%&"'()*% 31'H "/'1-- "++ /+)$*, 
%'1&2-C  

;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%.2*%2*$)*"+*B%/9%$!"'.0%J!2I*2$%'(%
+4*'2%'(B'7'B#.0%)2*&*2*("*$%'(%A.'(+.'('(3%+4*'2%!J(%0'7'(3%$)."*%+!%.""*)+./0*%
$+.(B.2B$X%

D$ A$, 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 301 0"( 4$$* -&221',$( ,1 "//$-- *$3 
"//1AA1(",)1*C K'$", $A20"-)- 0"( 4$$* 2&, 1* 0$+2)*% ,0$A ,1 $L2'$-- ,0$)' 
2'$#$'$*/$ "*( A"H$ /01)/$-C >0$'$ 3$'$ "+-1 $L"A2+$- 1* /"-$ #)+$- 1# ,0$ 
21-),)<$ 31'H (1*$ )* ,0)- "'$"C !2$/)#)/ 31'H 0"( 4$$* (1*$ ,1 "(('$-- /1*/$'*- 
'")-$( "41&, '$-2$/, #1' )*()<)(&"+ /01)/$- #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- )* 
'$-)($*,)"+ /"'$ 01A$-C >0)- 3"- "/H*13+$(%$( "- "* "'$" *$$()*% )A2'1<$A$*, ,1 
$*-&'$ ,0", " %11( -,"*("'( 3"- "/0)$<$( 46 "++ -$'<)/$-C  
 
f1' "++ &-$' %'1&2-G " *$3 E"*(6V2$'-1* -/0$A$G +)*H$( ,1 '$"4+$A$*, -$'<)/$-G 0"( 
4$$* $-,"4+)-0$( ,1 2'1<)($ " ],'&-,$( "--$--1'\ -$'<)/$ ,0", /1&+( "--$-- "*( #), 
$O&)2A$*, "*( ")(- #1' (")+6 +)<)*%C >0)- -$'<)/$ 0"( '$/$*,+6 $L2"*($( ,1 $A2+16 " 
-$/1*( ,$/0*)/)"*C E13$<$'G "//$-- ,1 1//&2",)1*"+ ,0$'"26 -$'<)/$- "*( $O&)2A$*, 
3"- ($-/')4$( "- ]()##)/&+,\ "*( ,11H " +1*% ,)A$C >0$'$ 3$'$ +1*% 3"),- #1' A"P1' 
"("2,",)1*-C  
 
!1A$ -,"H$01+($'- )($*,)#)$( " *$$( #1' " ]-"#$ 01&-$\ #1' &-$ 46 <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,- 
30$* -$$H)*% $A$'%$*/6 -&221',C ?1*-)($'",)1* -01&+( 4$ %)<$* ,1 ($,$'A)*)*% ,0$ 
($A"*( #1' ,0)-C  
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>("2*.$*B%"4!'"*%.(B%"!(+2!0%

;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%.2*%$#))!2+*B%'(%*M*2"'$'(3%"!(+2!0%
!&%)*2$!(.0%$#))!2+X%;*!)0*%".(%"4!!$*%&2!A%.%J'B*%2.(3*%!&%0!".0%$#))!2+X%

:00%0!".0%)*!)0*%J4!%(**B%$*27'"*$%.(B%".2*2$%.2*%4*0)*B%+!%+.I*%"!(+2!0%!&%
+4*'2%$#))!2+X%:B7'"*%.(B%'(&!2A.+'!(%4*0)$%+4*A%+4'(I%+42!#34%$#))!2+%
!)+'!($Y%2'$I$Y%"!$+$%.(B%&#(B'(3X%

Q')%0,1* W E1<$ /1&*/)+ 0"( " %11( '"*%$ 1# 2&4+)/",)1*- "<")+"4+$G "- 3$++ "- 
0"<)*% ($<$+12$( 3$4V4"-$( )*#1'A",)1*C D1'H 3"- *$$($( ,1 4&)+( &21* $##1',- ,1 
A"H$ ,0)- "<")+"4+$ ,1 "++ +1/"+ 2$12+$G )*/+&()*% /"'$'- "*( 2$12+$ 301 3$'$ *1, 
'$/$)<)*% #1'A"+ 2"/H"%$- 1# /"'$C .*#1'A",)1* "41&, -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221', *$$($( ,1 
4$ )A2'1<$(C  
 
; 3)($ '"*%$ 1# +$"#+$,- "*( )*#1'A",)1* 2"/H- 3"- 2'1(&/$( #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% 
()-"4)+),)$-G )*/+&()*% A"*6 )* $"-6V'$"( #1'A",C J&4+)/",)1*- /1<$'$( ,12)/- "41&, 
"(&+, -1/)"+ /"'$ -$'<)/$- "- 3$++ "- "41&, 1,0$' '$+$<"*, )--&$-G -&/0 "- 0$"+,0G 
01&-)*%G "*( "//$--)*% "(<)/$C >0$-$ 31&+( 4$ "22'12')",$ #1' "++ 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- )*/+&()*% ,01-$ 301 3$'$ *1, $+)%)4+$ #1' #1'A"+ -$'<)/$- 1' 301 
3$'$ -$+#V#&*($'-C >0$'$ 3"- "+-1 " %11( '"*%$ 1# $"-6V'$"( )*#1'A",)1* ,0", /1&+( 
4$ "//$--$( ,0'1&%0 ,0$ +1/"+ M$"'*)*% I)-"4)+),)$- J"',*$'-0)2 Q1"'( 3$4V-),$C 
E13$<$'G ,0$ /1&*/)+\- 13* 3$4V-),$ 0"( #$3 (1/&A$*,- )* $"-6V'$"( #1'A", "*( 
,0)- -),&",)1* 31&+( 4$*$#), #'1A '$<)$3C D0)+$ ,0$ A"P1'),6 1# +$"#+$,- "*( 
2&4+)/",)1*- 3$'$ 1# " %11( O&"+),6G -$<$'"+ 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( ,0$)' 
/"'$'- ,0", 3$ A$, #$+, ,0", ,0$ )*#1'A",)1* "<")+"4+$ 1* -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221', 3"- 
/1A2+$L "*( ()##)/&+, ,1 &*($'-,"*(G "*( ,0", A1'$ "*( -)A2+$' )*#1'A",)1* 3"- 
*$$($(C K)<$* ,0$ )*/'$"-)*% -)%*)#)/"*/$ 1# -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221',G ,0)- *$$($( ,1 4$ 
2'1A2,+6 '$<)$3$( 46 ,0$ /1&*/)+C  
 
J$12+$ ,0", 3$ A$, 301 3$'$ /"'$'- #1'G "*( 1#,$* ,0$ 2"'$*,- 1#G 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G )($*,)#)$( " +"/H 1# )*#1'A",)1* "41&, -&221', "*( -$'<)/$- 
"<")+"4+$ #1' ,0$AC >0)- 3"- " 2"',)/&+"'+6 -)%*)#)/"*, /1*/$'* #1' /"'$'- 1# 2$12+$ 
301 0"( A)+( 1' A1($'",$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 1' 301 3$'$ *1, '$/$)<)*% #1'A"+ 
2"/H"%$- 1# /"'$C D$ A$, " #$3 /"'$'- 301 0"( 1*+6 '$/$)<$( )*#1'A",)1* "41&, 
$*,),+$A$*,- "#,$' ,0$6 0"( 2&'/0"-$( $O&)2A$*, "*( ,0$6 3$'$ &*"4+$ ,1 '$/1&2 
/1-,-G 30)/0 ,0$6 #$+, ,1 4$ &*#")'C  
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( A"($ 21-),)<$ $##1',- ,1 2'1A1,$ "3"'$*$-- 1# "*( "//$-- ,1 
)*#1'A",)1* ,0'1&%0 /0"*%$- ,1 ,0$ ;//$-- 21)*, "*( "* )A2'$--)<$ *&A4$' 1# 2&4+)/ 
$<$*,- #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C >0$-$ )*/+&($( ,12)/- -&/0 "- 01&-)*%G 
P14-G " g>1,"+ ?1AA&*)/",)1*h ("6G "*( /01)/$- #1' ("6 "/,)<),)$-C E13$<$'G 31'H 
3"- -,)++ *$$($( ,1 1<$'/1A$ /0"++$*%$- )* $*-&')*% ,0", ,0$ ')%0, 2$12+$ %1, ,0$ 
')%0, )*#1'A",)1* ", ,0$ ')%0, ,)A$C 5"*6 2$12+$G 2"',)/&+"'+6 2$12+$ 301 3$'$ *1, 
$+)%)4+$ #1'G 1' 3$'$ *1, '$/$)<)*%G #1'A"+ -$'<)/$- "*( ,0$)' /"'$'- )($*,)#)$( 
"//$--)*% )*#1'A",)1* "- "* "'$" #1' )A2'1<$A$*,C !1A$ 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% 
()-"4)+),)$- ,1+( &- ,0", ,0$6 ()( *1, #$$+ /1A#1',"4+$ "22'1"/0)*% ,0$ ;//$-- 21)*, 1' 
1,0$' /1&*/)+ 1##)/$-C b*$ 2$'-1* -")(= 
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“It can be scary to go to the council.” 
 
?1*-)($'",)1* *$$($( ,1 4$ %)<$* ,1 $L2+1')*% "+,$'*",)<$ 3"6- 1# $*-&')*% ,0", 
)*#1'A",)1* '$"/0$( ,"'%$,$( "&()$*/$-G 1' ,0", "<$*&$- ,1 A"H$ /1*,"/, 3$'$ A1'$ 
3)($+6 H*13*C !1A$ /"'$'- #$+, ,0", ,0$6 3$'$ *1, A"($ "3"'$ 1# $<$*,- ,"H)*% 
2+"/$ )* -&##)/)$*, ,)A$ ,1 ",,$*(C  
 
f1' 2$12+$ 301 ()( &-$ ,0$ ;//$-- 21)*,G ,0$'$ 3$'$ %11( "''"*%$A$*,- )* 2+"/$ ,1 
2'1<)($ " 3)($ '"*%$ 1# )*#1'A",)1* "*( -)%*21-,)*% ,1 -&221', "- 3$++ "- -1/)"+ /"'$ 
"--$--A$*,C >0$ -$'<)/$ 3"- 4$)*% ($<$+12$( ,1 -&221', ,0$ /1&*/)+\- "%$*(" #1' 
2$'-1*"+)-",)1* "*( 2'$<$*,)1*G "*( 0"( )A2'1<$( ("," /"2,&'$ ,1 4$ "4+$ ,1 )($*,)#6 
,'$*(- "*( ,'"/H 1&,/1A$- #1' )*()<)(&"+- &-)*% ,0$ -$'<)/$C >0$ ;//$-- -$'<)/$ 
A"*"%$( ,0$ I")+6 M)<)*% ?$*,'$ 30)/0 2'1<)($( )*#1'A",)1*G "(<)/$ "*( -&221', ,1 
"++ 2$12+$ )*/+&()*% -$+#V#&*($'-G "*( 1//&2",)1*"+ ,0$'"2)-,- 3$'$ "<")+"4+$ ,1 
&*($',"H$ "--$--A$*,-C ?1*-)($'",)1* 3"- 4$)*% %)<$* ,1 ($<$+12)*% "* 1&,'$"/0 
)*#1'A",)1* -$'<)/$G 30)/0 31&+( 4$ " 4$*$#), ,1 2$12+$ 301 0"( ()##)/&+,6 /1A)*% ,1 
/1&*/)+ 1##)/$-C D$ 0$"'( 1# -1A$ /1*/$'*- ,0", 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 301 
&-$( ,0$ "//$-- -$'<)/$ 3$'$ -)%*21-,$( 1* ,1 ,0$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- (&,6 ,$"A "- 
" A",,$' 1# '1&,)*$ '",0$' ,0"* '$/$)<)*% ,0$ "22'12')",$ -$'<)/$ #'1A ,0$ "//$-- 
21)*,C >0$ /1&*/)+ 3"- 31'H)*% ,1 $A4$( ,0$ O&"+),6 "*( /1*-)-,$*/6 1# ,0$ -$'<)/$ 
2'1<)($(C >0)- 3"- 0$+2$( 46 0"<)*% -,"## ", ,0$ "//$-- -$'<)/$ 3),0 %11( "3"'$*$-- 
1# ,0$ *$$(- 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( 013 ,1 -&221', ,0$AC  

;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%.2*%4*0)*B%+!%.$$*$$%+4*'2%(**B$%.(B%
)0.(%)*2$!(.0'$*B%$#))!2+X%

Q')%0,1* W E1<$ 0"( -,$"()+6 2'1A1,$( 2$'-1*V/$*,'$( 2+"**)*% "*( -$+#V()'$/,$( 
/"'$G "*( 3"- ($<$+12)*% -6-,$A- ,1 #&',0$' -&221', 2$'-1*"+)-$( -&221',C >0$'$ 
3"- " 0)%0 +$<$+ 1# -",)-#"/,)1* "A1*%-, 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- /&''$*,+6 
&-)*% 2$'-1*"+ 4&(%$,-C  
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ 3"- )* ,0$ 2'1/$-- 1# 2)+1,)*% -$+#V"--$--A$*,-C ;+,01&%0 ), 3"- 
)*,$*($( ,0", 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 31&+( 4$ -&221',$( )* &-)*% ,0$ -$+#V
"--$--A$*, 2'1/$--G ,0$ #1'A "<")+"4+$ -$$A$( /0"++$*%)*%C ., )*/+&($( 2)/,&'$- 4&, 
*1, "++ ,0$ 31'(- 3$'$ $"-6 '$"(G "*( ,0$'$ 3"- -1A$ ()##)/&+, ,$'A)*1+1%6 -&/0 "- 
],$*&'$ 2'1#)+$\C >0$ /1&*/)+ )*,$*($( ,1 $<"+&",$ ,0$ #1'A- 4$#1'$ '1++)*% 1&, A1'$ 
3)($+6C  
 
>0$ "--$--A$*, 2'1/$-- "*( (1/&A$*,",)1* 0"( 4$$* -&4P$/, ,1 '$/$*, '$<)$3 "*( 
/0"*%$C 5"*6 1# ,0$ (1/&A$*,- 3$ -"3 1* /"-$ #)+$- 3$'$ )* " #1'A", ,0", 0"( 4$$* 
)*,'1(&/$( ,1 4$,,$' /"2,&'$ )*#1'A",)1* 1* &*A$, *$$(- 1' ,0$ 21,$*,)"+ ,1 A1<$ 
2$12+$ )*,1 A1'$ )*($2$*($*, +)<)*%G 30)/0 3"- " 21-),)<$ A1<$C E13$<$'G ,0$ 
#1'A", ()( *1, +$*( ),-$+# 3$++ ,1 -&221',)*% 1&,/1A$ 4"-$( 2+"**)*%G "*( ,0$ 
"--$--A$*,- 3$ -"3 "22$"'$( ,1 4$ A1'$ ,'"(),)1*"+ "*( ,"-H 4"-$( ,0"* 3"- )* 
#"/, ,0$ /"-$C >0$ /1&*/)+ 3"- )*,'1(&/)*% *$3 /"'$ "--$-- (1/&A$*,",)1* ,0", 3"- 
)*,$*($( ,1 4$,,$' 2'1A1,$ 1&,/1A$ 4"-$( -&221', 2+"**)*%C K$*$'"++6G 3$ #1&*( 
,0", 2'"/,),)1*$'- "(12,$( " 01+)-,)/ "22'1"/0 ,1 /"'$ 2+"**)*%G "*( 2"/H"%$- 1# /"'$ 
,0", 3$'$ ($<$+12$( 3$'$ /1A2'$0$*-)<$ "*( 1# " %11( -,"*("'(C !$<$'"+ /"-$ #)+$- 
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0"( /"'$'-\ "--$--A$*,-G 1#,$* &*($',"H$* -$2"'",$+6G 30)/0 3"- %11( 2'"/,)/$C ., 
3"- *1, "+3"6- /+$"' 30", -$'<)/$- 0"( 4$$* 2&, )* 2+"/$ "- " '$-&+,G 4&, ,0$'$ 3$'$ 
-1A$ $L"A2+$- 1# %11( 1&,/1A$- -&/0 "- -),,)*% -$'<)/$-G '$-2),$ 4'$"H-G "*( 
"//$-- ,1 #&*()*% #1' 4'$"H- "*( 01+)("6-C  
 
F&A4$'- 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ,"H)*% &2 -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221', 0"( 
)*/'$"-$( 3$++ '$/$*,+6C >0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( ,"H$* " A$"-&'$( "22'1"/0 )* ,0)- "'$"G 
4&)+()*% &2 ,0$ )*#'"-,'&/,&'$ ,1 -&221', ),C >0$'$ 3"- " '14&-, -&221', -$'<)/$G 
1##$')*% "(<)/$G -&221',$( 4"*H "//1&*,-G "*( ,0$ )*2&, 1# " ($()/",$( 2'1P$/, 1##)/$' 
"- 3$++ "- " ()'$/, 2"6A$*,- -&221', 1##)/$'C ; ]!&221', 3),0 ?1*#)($*/$\ -/0$A$ 
$*-&'$( ,0", 2$12+$ 0"( "//$-- ,1 2$'-1*"+ "--)-,"*,- 301 0"( &*($'%1*$ /0$/H- 
"*( ,'")*)*%C f1/&-$( 31'H 0"( 4$$* (1*$ 1* 2'1A1,)*% -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221', ,1 
$*"4+$ 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- A1<$ 1&, 1# '$-)($*,)"+ /"'$ "*( )*,1 
)*($2$*($*, +)<)*%G "*( ,1 61&*%$' "(&+,- )* ,'"*-),)1*C >0$'$ 3"- " -,'1*% 21-),)<$ 
12)*)1* 1# ,0$ 1&,/1A$- 1# ,0)- 31'H "A1*%-, ,0$ 2$12+$ &-)*% -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221', 
"*( ,0$)' /"'$'- ,0", 3$ A$,C b*$ 2"'$*, -")(= 
 
“Receiving direct payments has been a great leap forward in increasing control and 
choice. My son has benefited from the diversity of gifts, which the young PAs have 
brought to his life and so has to some extent the rest of the family.” 
 
>0$'$ 3"- /1*/$'* #'1A -1A$ -,"H$01+($'- ,0", -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221', 3"- 4$)*% 
2'1A1,$( ,1 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( ,0$)' /"'$'- 3),01&, " #&++ 
$L2+"*",)1* 1# ,0$ )A2+)/",)1*- 1' ,0$ /01)/$- ,0", 3$'$ "<")+"4+$ ,1 ,0$AC >0$'$ 3"- 
-1A$ "*L)$,6 "A1*%-, 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( ,0$)' /"'$'- 301 3$'$ *1, 
6$, &-)*% ,0$AG "41&, 30", ,"H)*% &2 2$'-1*"+ 4&(%$,- 31&+( )*<1+<$C >0$ /1&*/)+ 
3"- "3"'$ 1# ,0$ *$$( ,1 /1*,)*&$ ,1 $*-&'$ -,'1*% -&221', #1' 2$12+$ )* '1++)*% 1&, 
#&',0$' -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221',G ,1 $*-&'$ ,0", 2$12+$ &*($'-,11( $*1&%0 ,1 A"H$ "* 
)*#1'A$( /01)/$C   
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ 3"- 2'1A1,)*% 2$'-1* /$*,'$( 2+"**)*%G "*( 0"( )*-,)%",$( " 
'$O&)'$A$*, #1' 2'1<)($'- ,1 ($<$+12 2$'-1*V/$*,'$( 2+"*- 3),0 ,0$)' -$'<)/$ &-$'-C 
>0$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 2"',*$'-0)2 41"'( 0"( " ($()/",$( 2$'-1*V/$*,'$( 
"22'1"/0$- -&4V%'1&2C D$ -"3 -1A$ %11( $L"A2+$- 1# 01+)-,)/ "*( 2$'-1*V/$*,'$( 
/"'$ 2+"**)*% "A1*%-, /"-$ #)+$ '$"()*%G )*/+&()*% -1A$ <$'6 /1A2+$L /"-$- 3),0 
-)%*)#)/"*, 2"/H"%$- 1# /"'$C  

;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%/*(*&'+%&2!A%.%/2!.B%2.(3*%!&%
$#))!2+%$*27'"*$X%H4*$*%.2*%./0*%+!%A**+%A!$+%)*!)0*[$%(**B$%&!2%'(B*)*(B*(+%
0'7'(3X%G#))!2+%$*27'"*$%A**+%+4*%(**B$%!&%)*!)0*%&2!A%B'7*2$*%"!AA#('+'*$%
.(B%/."I32!#(B$X%

F&A$'1&- )*),)",)<$- 3$'$ ", ()##$'$*, -,"%$- 1# ($<$+12A$*, #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% 
()-"4)+),)$- ,1 2'1A1,$ )*($2$*($*/$G 3$++V4$)*% "*( /01)/$C D1'H ,1 A"L)A)-$ 
#+$L)4)+),6 1# /&''$*, -$'<)/$- 3"- 3$++ &*($'3"6G "*( *13 *$$($( ,1 $L2"*( ,1 #&++6 
-&221', *$3 1221',&*),)$- #1' 2$'-1*"+)-",)1* "*( -1/)"+ )*/+&-)1* #1' "++ 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C  
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J1-),)<$ "*( $##$/,)<$ 31'H 0"( 4$$* (1*$ ,1 )A2'1<$ "//$-- ,1 "*( -&221', 
$*%"%$A$*, 3),0 ,0$ /1AA&*),6 #1' "++ 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G 30)/0 
)*/+&($( ($<$+12)*% "//$--)4+$ ,1)+$,-G ]1'"*%$ 4"(%$\ "*( ],'"<$+ 4&((6\ -/0$A$- 
#1' 2&4+)/ ,'"*-21',G "*( ,0$ >0&A4- ^2 -/0$A$C b'%"*)-",)1*- -&/0 "- ?"'1&-$+ 
"*( !E;YB 2'1<)($( -1/)"+ $<$*,-G -&221', 3),0 2$'-1*"+ '$+",)1*-0)2- "*( 
/1AA&*),6 $(&/",)1* 1221',&*),)$-C >0$ /1&*/)+ "*( ),- 2"',*$'- 0"( ($<$+12$( " 
*&A4$' 1# -$'<)/$- ,1 2'1A1,$ "//$-- ,1 0$"+,0 -$'<)/$-G )*/+&()*% "* $"-6 '$"( 
01-2),"+ '$-1&'/$ 2"/HG 0$"+,06 3"+H- 30$'$ 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- /1&+( 
,'")* ,1 4$ 0$"+,0 3"+H "--)-,"*,-G "- 3$++ "- -2$/)"+)-, +)")-1* *&'-$- )* 01-2),"+- "*( 
,"'%$,$( 31'H 3),0 KJ-C >0$ !&221',$( BA2+16A$*, >$"A 0"( $L/$$($( +1/"+ 
,"'%$,- #1' 0$+2)*% 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- )*,1 $A2+16A$*,G "*( 3"- +11H)*% 
,1 $L2"*( ),- -&//$-- ,0'1&%0 ,0$ '$/$*,+6 ($<$+12$( $A2+16A$*, -,'",$%6C ; 
E1&-)*% b2,)1*- b##)/$' 31'H$( -2$/)#)/"++6 3),0 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G 
$),0$' -&221',)*% 2$12+$ )* -&-,")*)*% ,0$)' /&''$*, ,$*"*/6G $*"4+)*% 2$12+$ ,1 
"//$-- " ,$*"*/6 #1' ,0$ #)'-, ,)A$G 1' ,1 /+")A 01&-)*% 4$*$#),C  
 
>0$'$ 3$'$ 013$<$' %"2- )* ,0)- "'$" ,0", 3$'$ H$$*+6 #$+, 46 ,0$ 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( ,0$)' /"'$'- ,0", 3$ A$,C ;//$-- ,1 "22'12')",$ $(&/",)1*"+ 
1221',&*),)$- 3"- 0)%0+)%0,$( "- 1*$ "'$"G 2"',)/&+"'+6 #1' 61&*% 2$12+$ )* 
,'"*-),)1*-C b*$ /"'$' -")(=  
 
“The options seem to be driven by a very narrow vision of what young people with 
learning difficulties are interested in and wish to study.”
 
>0)- 3"- +)*H$( ,1 " 2$'/$)<$( +"/H 1# -&221', )* 0$+2)*% 2$12+$G 2"',)/&+"'+6 ,01-$ 
3),0 A)+( 1' A1($'",$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G #)*( A$"*)*%#&+ $A2+16A$*,C E13$<$'G 
,0$ '$/$*, )*/'$"-$( "/,)<),6 )* ,0)- "'$" -01&+( '")-$ "3"'$*$-- 1# 30", -&221', )- 
"<")+"4+$ "*( "(('$-- ,0)- /1*/$'*C ; -,'1*% ,0$A$ $A$'%$( #'1A " '"*%$ 1# 
-,"H$01+($'- 4&, 2"',)/&+"'+6 #'1A %'1&2- 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( 
/"'$'- ,0", ,0$'$ 3"- " +"/H 1# -&221', #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 A)+( 1' A1($'",$ +$"'*)*% 
()-"4)+),)$- "/'1-- "++ "-2$/,- 1# -1/)"+ )*/+&-)1*C ;3"'$*$-- 1# ,0$ '"*%$ 1# 12,)1*- 
"<")+"4+$ *$$($( ,1 4$ '")-$(C ?"2"/),6 ,1 "(('$-- ,0$ *$$(- 1# ,0)- +"'%$ %'1&2 1# 
2$12+$ *$$($( '$<)$3C ?1*/$'*- 3$'$ )($*,)#)$( "41&, 2$12+$ 3),0 A)+( 1' A1($'",$ 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G 301-$ *$$(- "*( <&+*$'"4)+),6 3"- )*/'$"-$( 46 1,0$' #"/,1'- 
-&/0 "- ('&% 1' "+/101+ A)-&-$G 01A$+$--*$-- 1' A$*,"+ 0$"+,0 2'14+$A-C K'$",$' 
",,$*,)1* *$$($( ,1 4$ %)<$* ,1 )($*,)#6)*% "*( -&221',)*% ,0$ -A"++ *&A4$' 1# 
2$12+$ )* ,0)- -),&",)1* 301 /1&+( 4$ ", -)%*)#)/"*, ')-H 4&, /1&+( ]#"++ ,0'1&%0 ,0$ *$,\ 
"- ,0$6 31&+( *1, /+$"'+6 A$$, $+)%)4)+),6 /'),$')" #1' -2$/)"+)-, -$'<)/$-C  
 
J$12+$ )* '$/$)2, 1# " 2"/H"%$ 1# /"'$ 3$'$ %$*$'"++6 -",)-#)$( 3),0 ,0$ "A1&*, 1# 
/"'$ ,0", ,0$6 '$/$)<$(C E13$<$'G 30)+$ ,0$'$ 3$'$ 21-),)<$ $L"A2+$- 1# 61&*% 
2$12+$ -&221',$( ,0'1&%0 ,'"*-),)1*- 46 &-$ 1# -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221',G ,0$ O&"+),6 1# 
,'"*-),)1*- 2'1/$-- 3"- 0)%0+)%0,$( 46 " '"*%$ 1# -,"H$01+($'- "- "* "'$" #1' 
($<$+12A$*,C J$12+$ 0"( $L2$')$*/$( +"/H 1# $"'+6G /1V1'()*",$( 2+"**)*% ,0", 
A$"*, ,0", ,0$ )*),)"+ ,'"*-),)1* 2$')1( ()( *1, %1 -A11,0+6 1' '$-&+,$( )* -1A$,)A$- 
+$*%,06 %"2- 4$,3$$* -1A$ -$'<)/$- $*()*% "*( *$3 -$'<)/$- -,"',)*%C >0$ /1&*/)+ 
3"- "3"'$ 1# )--&$- )* ,0)- "'$"G "*( 0"( '$1'%"*)-$( ,0$ -$'<)/$ -1 ,0", ,0$ 
,'"*-),)1*- ,$"A 3"- *13 +1/",$( 3),0 ,0$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ,$"AG ,1 2'1A1,$ 
%'$",$' /1AA&*)/",)1* "*( /1V1'()*",)1*C ; '$<)$3 1# ,0$ 2",03"6- #1' ,'"*-),)1*- 
3"- "+-1 &*($'3"6C  
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>0$ /1AA&*),6 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ,$"A 3"- )*,$%'",$( "/'1-- 0$"+,0 "*( -1/)"+ 
/"'$C >0)- )*/+&($( 2-6/01+1%6 "*( " 2"',V,)A$ 2-6/0)",')-, 21-,G 30)/0 3"- #$+, 46 
A1-, -,"H$01+($'- ,1 4$ " 4$*$#), ,1 /1V1'()*",$( /"'$ 2+"**)*%C !1A$ /0"++$*%$- 
3$'$ -,)++ $L2$')$*/$( )* "//$--)*% A")*-,'$"A A$*,"+ 0$"+,0 -$'<)/$- #1' 2$12+$ 
3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G "+,01&%0 +)*H- 4$,3$$* ,0$ ,$"A- 3$'$ #$+, ,1 0"<$ 
)A2'1<$( #1++13)*% ,0$ "221)*,A$*, 1# " -2$/)"+)-, A$*,"+ 0$"+,0 3),0 $L2$',)-$ )* 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C ; *$3 2)+1, -$'<)/$ #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 301 "+-1 
0"<$ ($A$*,)" 0"( 4$$* $-,"4+)-0$( )* '$/1%*),)1* 1# ,0)- %'13)*% "'$" 1# *$$(C 
M)*H- 3),0 1,0$' 0$"+,0 2"',*$'- 0"( "+-1 4$*$#),$( #'1A )*),)",)<$- )*/+&()*% ,0$ 
"221)*,A$*, 1# 01-2),"+ +)")-1* 31'H$'-G "*( 31'H 3),0 KJ- ,1 2'1<)($ %'$",$' 
/1*-)-,$*/6 1# /"'$ "/'1-- "%$*/)$-C  
 
K$*$'"++6G A1-, -,"H$01+($'- ,0", 3$ 0$"'( #'1A 3$'$ 21-),)<$ "41&, ,0$ '"*%$ "*( 
O&"+),6 1# -$'<)/$- "<")+"4+$C >0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( #1/&-$( 31'H 1* "("2,)*% /&''$*, 
-$'<)/$- ,1 A"L)A)-$ #+$L)4)+),6 "*( /01)/$G 2"',)/&+"'+6 )*V01&-$ -$'<)/$-G '$-)($*,)"+ 
/"'$ "*( (1A)/)+)"'6 /"'$C >0)- )*/+&($( " 2)+1, #1' 1&,/1A$ #1/&-$( 01A$ /"'$G ,0$ 
($<$+12A$*, 1# " '$"4+$A$*, -$'<)/$G "*( /0"*%$- ,1 )*V01&-$ ("6 -$'<)/$- ,1 
"//1AA1(",$ %'$",$' &-$'V+$( /01)/$ )*/+&()*% ('12V)* "*( &-$ 1# )*()<)(&"+ 
4&(%$,-C >0$ -$/1*( "**&"+ ]?01)/$- I"6\ 3"- 4$)*% 2'$2"'$(G 30$'$ "++ 2$12+$ 
3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- /1&+( ",,$*( "*( )*()/",$ ,0$)' 2'$#$'$*/$- #1' "/,)<),)$- "*( 
+$"'* "41&, 1,0$' 12,)1*- "<")+"4+$ )* ,0$ /1AA&*),6C J1-),)<$+6G ,0$ ("6 /$*,'$- 
2'1A1,$( A$"*)*%#&+ "/,)<),)$- 30$'$ 2$12+$ "+-1 0"( 1221',&*),)$- #1' 2")( 31'Hd #1' 
$L"A2+$G " '$/6/+)*% 2'1P$/,G /",$')*% 4&-)*$--G "*( 1##)/$ A")+V-01, 31'HC M)*H- 0"( 
4$$* A"($ 3),0 -1A$ +1/"+ -/011+-G 30$'$ 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 01-,$( 
('12V)* +&*/0 ,)A$ $<$*,- ,1 ,$"/0 -/011+ /0)+('$* 5"H",1* 1' '&* ('"A" -$--)1*-C  
 
51'$ 31'H 3"- *$$($( ,1 ($<$+12 ,0$ '"*%$ 1# 12,)1*- #1' 2$12+$ 4$61*( $L)-,)*% 
-$'<)/$-C >0$'$ 3$'$ #$3 *$3 -$'<)/$- ,0", 2$12+$ /1&+( 4&6 3),0 ,0$)' 2$'-1*"+ 
4&(%$,-G "*( A1'$ 31'H 3"- *$$($( ,1 ($<$+12 +)*H- 3),0 A")*-,'$"A -$'<)/$- -&/0 
"- +$)-&'$ "*( -21', ,1 $L2"*( 1221',&*),)$- )* ,0)- "'$"C  
 
>0$'$ 3"- "* $L,'$A$+6 A)L$( 2$'/$2,)1* 1# ,0$ "($O&"/6 1# "//1AA1(",)1* 
12,)1*-G 41,0 )* O&"+),6 "*( O&"*,),6C D),0)* ,0$ /1*,$L, 1# +)A),$( '$-1&'/$-G "/,)1* 
0"( 4$$* ,"H$* ,1 )A2'1<$ "//$-- ,1 $L)-,)*% 2'1<)-)1* "- 3$++ "- ,1 ($<$+12 ,0$ 
*&A4$' "*( '"*%$ 1# "//1AA1(",)1* "<")+"4+$C >0$'$ 3$'$ -1A$ $L"A2+$- 1# <$'6 
21-),)<$ 1&,/1A$- 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "//$--)*% $),0$' A")*-,'$"A 1' 
-&221',$( +)<)*%C E13$<$'G /"2"/),6 ,1 A$$, *$$(- 3"- -,'$,/0$(G /01)/$ 3"- 
+)A),$(G "*( -&221', #1' 2$12+$ )* "//1AA1(",)1* 3"- )($*,)#)$( "- " -)%*)#)/"*, "'$" 
1# /1*/$'* 46 " '"*%$ 1# -,"H$01+($'-C D1'H 3"- 4$)*% (1*$ ,1 $L2+1'$ "//$-- )*,1 
2')<",$ -$/,1' 01&-)*%G "*( 3),0 *$)%041&')*% 41'1&%0- ,1 )($*,)#6 21--)4+$ 
1221',&*),)$-C ?1*/$'*- 0"( 4$$* )($*,)#)$( 46 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( 
1,0$' -,"H$01+($'- "41&, ,0$ O&"+),6 1# -1A$ -&221',$( +)<)*% "*( '$-)($*,)"+ 
-$'<)/$- ,0", *$$($( ,1 (1 A1'$ ,1 2'1A1,$ /01)/$ "*( 2$'-1*V/$*,'$( /"'$C 
f1/&-$( 31'H 3"- *$$($( ,1 "(('$-- ,0$-$ )--&$-G "*( 2'1A1,$ ]A1<$ 1*\ ,'")*)*% 
"*( -&221', #1' 2$12+$ 301 3"*,$( ,1 +)<$ A1'$ )*($2$*($*,+6C  
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;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%".(%"!(+."+%$*27'"*%)2!7'B*2$%J4*(%
+4*9%(**B%+!X%8!A)0.'(+$%.2*%J*00ZA.(.3*BX%

J$12+$ #$+, ,0", ,0$6 /1&+( /1*,"/, -$'<)/$ 2'1<)($'- $"-)+6G "*( #$+, /1*#)($*, )* 
'")-)*% /1*/$'*-C 
 
>0$'$ 3"- $<)($*/$ 1# '$%&+"' '$<)$3-G "*( 1# &*-/0$(&+$( '$<)$3- 4$)*% 
&*($',"H$* 1* '$O&$-,G ,0", +$( ,1 /0"*%$- )* 2"/H"%$- 1# /"'$ "- *$/$--"'6C D$ 
-"3 $L"A2+$- 1# %11( $A$'%$*/6 4"/H &2 2+"*- 1* #)+$ #1' /"'$'- 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G "*( 2$12+$ 3$'$ "3"'$ ,0", /1*,"/, ($,")+- 3$'$ 1* /"'$ 2+"*- 
1' 1,0$' )*#1'A",)1* 2'1<)($( ,1 ,0$AC ; -)*%+$ /1*,"/, *&A4$' #1' ,0$ BA$'%$*/6 
(&,6 -$'<)/$ /1<$')*% Q')%0,1* W E1<$ 0"( P&-, 4$$* +"&*/0$(G "*( -,"## '$21',$( 
,0", ,0)- 0"( )A2'1<$( '$-21*-$ ,)A$- ,1 ,0$ 2&4+)/C  
 
D$ 3$'$ )A2'$--$( 46 ,0$ 0)%0 *&A4$' 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( ,0$)' 
/"'$'- ,0", 3$ A$,G 301 '$21',$( ,0", ,0$6 #$+, "4+$ ,1G "*( ()(G '")-$ )--&$- 1' 
/1*/$'*- "- *$/$--"'6C >0$)' /1*#)($*/$ )* 4$)*% "4+$ ,1 (1 -1 3"- 4"/H$( 46 
$##$/,)<$ -&221', #'1A ,31 3$++V$-,"4+)-0$( +1/"+ "(<1/"/6 -$'<)/$- #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-G !2$"H b&, "*( .*,$'"/,C >0$-$ 3$'$ <$'6 3$++V'$%"'($( 46 
2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C ; 21-),)<$ $L"A2+$ 3"- 0)%0+)%0,$( )* ,0$ '$-21*-$ 
,1 /1*/$'*- '")-$( "41&, ,0$ O&"+),6 1# '$-)($*,)"+ /"'$C >0)- 0"( +$( ,1 #&*()*% #1' 
!2$"H b&, ,1 -&221', 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ,1 &*($',"H$ <)-),- ,1 /"'$ 
01A$- ,1 -&221', 2$12+$ ,1 $L2'$-- ,0$)' <)$3-G "*( ,1 2'1(&/$ )*#1'A",)1* #1' 
2$12+$ "41&, A"H)*% /1A2+")*,-C >0$ /1&*/)+ 31&+( *$$( ,1 A1*),1' ,0$ )A2"/, 1# 
,0)- 31'HG ,1 $*-&'$ ,0", /1*/$'*- 0"<$ 4$$* $##$/,)<$+6 "(('$-- "*( +$"( ,1 
)*/'$"-)*% *&A4$'- 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- #$$+)*% /1*#)($*, )* A"H)*% 
,0$)' <)$3- H*13*C   
 
>0$'$ 3$'$ "+-1 ,31 <1+&*,"'6 -$/,1' "%$*/)$- ,0", 2'1<)($( "(<1/"/6 -$'<)/$- #1' 
/"'$'-G ;A"i$ #1' 2"'$*,- 1# 61&*%$' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- )* ,'"*-),)1*G 
"*( ,0$ ?"'$'- ?$*,'$C >0$-$ 3$'$ 0)%0+6 <"+&$( 46 2$12+$ 301 3$'$ )* /1*,"/, 3),0 
,0$AC >0$'$ 3$'$ /1*/$'*- ,0", )*/'$"-)*% ($A"*( 1* "++ -&221', "*( "(<1/"/6 
"%$*/)$- 3"- +$"()*% ,1 3"),)*% +)-,- #1' ,0$)' -$'<)/$-C ; '$<)$3 1# "(<1/"/6 -$'<)/$- 
3"- 2+"**$( ,0", -01&+( '$<)$3 /"2"/),6 )--&$-C 
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8.)."'+9%+!%'A)2!7* 

\*.B*2$4')%

;*!)0*%&2!A%.00%"!AA#('+'*$%.2*%*(3.3*B%'(%)0.(('(3%J'+4%"!#("'00!2$%.(B%
$*('!2%A.(.3*2$X%8!#("'00!2$%.(B%$*('!2%A.(.3*2$%4.7*%.%"0*.2%7'$'!(%&!2%
$!"'.0%".2*X%H4*9%0*.B%)*!)0*%'(%+2.($&!2A'(3%$*27'"*$%+!%."4'*7*%/*++*2%
!#+"!A*$%&!2%)*!)0*X%H4*9%.32**%)2'!2'+'*$%J'+4%+4*'2%).2+(*2$Y%$*"#2*%
2*$!#2"*$Y%.(B%B*7*0!)%+4*%".)./'0'+'*$%!&%)*!)0*%'(%+4*%J!2I&!2"*X%

;*!)0*%&2!A%.00%"!AA#('+'*$%*(3.3*%J'+4%"!#("'00!2$%.(B%$*('!2%A.(.3*2$X%
8!#("'00!2$%.(B%$*('!2%A.(.3*2$%$4!J%+4.+%+4*9%4.7*%.%"0*.2%7'$'!(%&!2%$!"'.0%
".2*%$*27'"*$X%

>0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( $-,"4+)-0$( " /+$"' <)-)1* #1' 2'1A1,)*% ,0$ 2')*/)2+$- 1# e"+&)*% 
J$12+$ F13 )* +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- -$'<)/$-C ?1&*/)++1'- "*( -$*)1' A"*"%$'- 3$'$ 
*13 4&)+()*% &21* 1221',&*),)$- ,1 ($<$+12 ,0)- #&',0$'G ,1 2'1A1,$ " <)-)1* #1' " 
A1'$ "A4),)1&- "22'1"/0 ,1 ,'"*-#1'A)*% "(&+, -1/)"+ /"'$ `>;!?aC  
 
; /+$"' /1AA),A$*, #'1A -$*)1' A"*"%$'- "*( /1&*/)++1'- ,1 ,0$ 2')*/)2+$- 1# 
2'1A1,)*% /01)/$ "*( /1*,'1+ 3"- 3$++ $-,"4+)-0$( "*( &*($'-,11( 46 2'"/,),)1*$'- 
"*( 1,0$' -,"H$01+($'- )* Q')%0,1* W E1<$C >0$ ($+)<$'6 1# ,0$ 2$'-1*"+)-",)1* 
2'1%'"AA$ 0"( " /+$"' 2'1P$/, -,'&/,&'$G 3),0 "* BL$/&,)<$ K'1&2 1# -$*)1' 
A"*"%$'- 1<$'-$$)*% ,0$ 2$'-1*"+)-",)1* 41"'( /0")'$( 46 ,0$ I)'$/,1' 1# ;(&+, 
!1/)"+ !$'<)/$- `I;!!aC >0)- 3"- -&221',$( 46 #)<$ ($()/",$( 31'H -,'$"A- 
'$21',)*% ,1 ,0$ J$'-1*"+)-",)1* BL$/&,)<$ K'1&2 "*( ,0$* ,1 ,0$ 41"'(C  
 
^*,)+ '$/$*,+6G "(&+, -1/)"+ /"'$ 0"( ($A1*-,'",$( " ]A$"-&'$(G )*/'$A$*,"+\ 
"22'1"/0 ,1 "(('$--)*% ,0$ 2$'-1*"+)-",)1* "%$*("C >0)- 0"( -,'$*%,0- )* $*-&')*% 
,0", ,0$'$ 3$'$ '14&-, #1&*(",)1*- #1' 2'1A1,)*% -$+#V()'$/,$( /"'$G 4&, " ]-,$2 
/0"*%$\ )* ,0$ 2"/$ 1# ,'"*-#1'A",)1* 3"- *$$($(C ; ,)A$+6 1221',&*),6 ,1 A"H$ 
/0"*%$- "*( $*/1&'"%$ " '$*$3$( $*$'%6 ,1 ,0$ >;!? "%$*(" 0"( "')-$* 3),0 
-1A$ -)%*)#)/"*, /0"*%$- ,1 -$*)1' 2$'-1**$+ )* Q')%0,1* "*( E1<$ /1&*/)+ 1<$' ,0$ 
2'$<)1&- 6$"'G )*/+&()*% ,1 ,0$ ?0)$# BL$/&,)<$ "*( I)'$/,1' 1# ;(&+, !1/)"+ !$'<)/$- 
`I;!!a 21-,-C ; '$<)-)1* 1# ,0$ -,'&/,&'$ 1# ,0$ ;(&+,- !1/)"+ ?"'$ "*( E1&-)*% 
()'$/,1'",$ 0"( +$( ,1 " ($/)-)1* ,1 A1<$ "(&+, +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- -$'<)/$- 4"/H 
&*($' ,0$ +$"($'-0)2 1# ,0$ I;!!G "- ,0$6 0"( 2'$<)1&-+6 4$$* &*($' E1&-)*%C >0)- 
/0"*%$ 3"- &*($'3"6 ", ,0$ ,)A$ 1# ,0$ )*-2$/,)1*C >0$ *$3 ?0)$# BL$/&,)<$\- 
2'121-"+ #1' "* "A4),)1&- "22'1"/0 ,1 ,0$ '$1'%"*)-",)1* 1# ,0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( "+-1 P&-, 
4$$* +"&*/0$( #1' /1*-&+,",)1*C >0)- /1'21'",$ 3)($ '$/1*#)%&'",)1* 3"- )*,$*($( ,1 
2'1<)($ ,0$ #1&*(",)1*- #1' $A4$(()*% 2$'-1*"+)-",)1* 2')*/)2+$- "/'1-- ,0$ /1&*/)+G 
$*%"%)*% 3),0 ,0$ +1/"+ /1AA&*),)$- "*( "++ -,"H$01+($'- )* (')<)*% " <)-)1* #1' ,0$ 
#&,&'$ ,'"*-#1'A",)1* 1# -$'<)/$- )* +)*$ 3),0 *",)1*"+ "%$*("- "*( <"+&$ #1' A1*$6C  
 
>0$ -$*)1' A"*"%$A$*, ,$"A "*( >;!? +$"(- 3$'$ "3"'$ 1# ,0$ *$$( ,1 ($<$+12 
-,'1*% /0"*%$ A"*"%$A$*, ,1 -&221', ,0$-$ '$/$*, "*( 2'121-$( /0"*%$-G 
)*/+&()*% /+"'),6 "'1&*( ,0$ )A2"/, ,0", ,0)- 31&+( 0"<$ 1* -$'<)/$-G -,"## "*( 1,0$' 
-,"H$01+($'-C D1'H 3"- 4$)*% &*($',"H$* ,1 "(('$-- ,0)- )* ,0$ -1/)"+ /"'$ 
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()'$/,1'",$G ,0'1&%0 "* ]$*( ,1 $*(\ 2'1/$-- 1# '$<)$3)*% -6-,$A-G '$-1&'/$- "*( 
-,'&/,&'$- ,0", 31&+( )($*,)#6 "'$"- 1# /0"*%$ *$$($( ,1 -&221', >;!?C >0)- *$$($( 
,1 4$ (')<$* #1'3"'( A1'$ 2&'21-$#&++6G "*( #1' ,0$ #1/&- ,1 4'1"($* ,1 )*/+&($ 3)($' 
-$'<)/$ ($<$+12A$*, "*( A1'$ "A4),)1&- A"'H$, '$/1*#)%&'",)1*C  

;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%.2*%.%).2+%!&%+4*%B*7*0!)A*(+%!&%
$+2.+*3'"%)0.(('(3%+42!#34%&**B/."I%./!#+%+4*%$*27'"*$%+4*9%#$*X%G!"'.0%".2*%
B*7*0!)$%$+2.+*3'"%)0.(('(3%J'+4%).2+(*2$Y%&!"#$*$%!(%)2'!2'+'*$%.(B%'$%
'(&!2A*B%/9%.(.09$'$%!&%)!)#0.+'!(%(**B$X%S*$!#2"*%#$*%'$%.0$!%)0.((*B%
$+2.+*3'".009%.(B%B*0'7*2$%)2'!2'+'*$%!7*2%+'A*X%

>0$'$ 3"- " %11( '"*%$ 1# 1221',&*),)$- #1' ()##$'$*, -,"H$01+($'- ,1 $*%"%$ 3),0 
,0$ /1&*/)+ ,1 )*#+&$*/$ -,'",$%)/ 2+"**)*%C K$*$'"++6G ,0)- 3"- 2$'/$)<$( ,1 4$ 
$##$/,)<$ "+,01&%0 -1A$ %'1&2- )($*,)#)$( "'$"- #1' )A2'1<$A$*,C  
 
>0$'$ 3"- " '"*%$ 1# #1'&A- #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( ,0$)' /"'$'- ,1 
4$ $*%"%$( )* -,'",$%)/ 2+"**)*%C >0$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 2"',*$'-0)2 41"'( 3"- 3$++ 
",,$*($( 46 '$2'$-$*,",)<$- #'1A &-$' "*( /"'$' %'1&2-C >0$'$ 3"- " *$,31'H 1# 
-&4V%'1&2- ,0", #1/&-$( 1* -2$/)#)/ "'$"- -&/0 "- 01&-)*%G 0$"+,0 "*( $A2+16A$*,C 
;* "(<1/"/6 1'%"*)-",)1* 01-,$( ,0$ Q)% 5$$,)*%G " 4)VA1*,0+6 A$$,)*% 12$* ,1 "++ 
2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ,1 +$, 2$12+$ H*13 30", 3"- ()-/&--$( ", ,0$ 
2"',*$'-0)2 41"'( "*( ,1 #$$( 4"/H )*,1 ),C J$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- "*( ,0$)' 
/"'$'- 0"( 4$$* /1*-&+,$( "41&, ($<$+12A$*,- )*/+&()*% ,0$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 
-,'",$%6 788:V97 "*( /"'$'-\ -,'",$%6C >0$'$ 3$'$ $L"A2+$- 1# 013 ,0)- 0"( 
)*#+&$*/$( ,0$ /1&*/)+\- 2')1'),)$- "*( 2+"**)*% )* "'$"- -&/0 "- ,0$ '$/$*,+6 
($<$+12$( $A2+16A$*, -,'",$%6 "*( 31'H (1*$ ,1 )A2'1<$ /01)/$ )* '$-)($*,)"+ 
-$,,)*%-C E13$<$'G -1A$ 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ,0", 3$ A$, #$+, ,0", ,0$ 
/1&*/)+ *$$($( ,1 (1 A1'$ ,1 0$+2 ,0$A 4$ )*<1+<$(C 
 
D0)+$ /"'$'-\ '$2'$-$*,",)<$ %'1&2- #$+, 3$++ /1*-&+,$(G -1A$ )*()<)(&"+ /"'$'- #$+, 
,0", ,0$6 3$'$ *1, %)<$* $*1&%0 *1,)/$ "41&, /1*-&+,",)1* $<$*,- "*( -1 /1&+( *1, 
2"',)/)2",$ #&++6C ; /1*-)-,$*, A$--"%$ #'1A /"'$'- "*( 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% 
()-"4)+),)$- 3"- ,0", ,0$ /1&*/)+ *$$($( ,1 4$ /+$"' 1* #$$()*% 4"/H 30", ,0$6 3$'$ 
%1)*% ,1 (1 "#,$' ,0$6 0"( /1*-&+,$( 3),0 2$12+$C >0)- 31&+( 0$+2 2$12+$ -$$ 30", 
)A2"/, ,0$)' <)$3- 0"( 0"(C  
 
>0$'$ 3$'$ #1'&A- #1' ,0$ /1&*/)+ ,1 $*%"%$ 3),0 )*($2$*($*, -$/,1' 2'1<)($'- "*( 
,0)'( -$/,1' 1'%"*)-",)1*- )* /1*-&+,",)1*C >0$'$ 3$'$ /0"++$*%$- #1' -A"++$' 
1'%"*)-",)1*- )* 0"<)*% ,0$ /"2"/),6 ,1 ",,$*( ()##$'$*, A$$,)*%-C !1A$ "(<1/"/6 
1'%"*)-",)1*- 3$'$ 2+"**)*% ,1 #1'A "* ]"++)"*/$\ ,1 -0"'$ 1&, ",,$*("*/$ ", ()##$'$*, 
A$$,)*%-C 51-, 2'1<)($'- #$+, ,0", /1*-&+,",)1* 3"- 21-),)<$ "*( &-$#&+C E13$<$'G 
-1A$ ,0)'( -$/,1' 1'%"*)-",)1*- #$+, ,0", )A2'1<$A$*,- 3$'$ *$$($( )* A$"*)*%#&+ 
$*%"%$A$*,G "*( ,0", ,0$ /1&*/)+ *$$($( ,1 -013 A1'$ /+$"'+6 ,0", ,0$)' <)$3- 3$'$ 
4$)*% +)-,$*$( ,1C  
 
!,'1*% 2"',*$'-0)2- 3),0 0$"+,0 41,0 -,'",$%)/"++6 "*( 12$'",)1*"++6 0"( +$( ,1 
21-),)<$ ($<$+12A$*,- ,1 "(('$-- "//$-- ,1 0$"+,0 /"'$ -$'<)/$- #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C !$<$'"+ -,"H$01+($'- #$+, ,0", )*,$'"%$*/6 31'H "'1&*( 0$"+,0 #1' 
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2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 0"( )A2'1<$( "- " '$-&+,C D1'H 0"( 4$$* (1*$ ,1 
)A2'1<$ "*( /+"')#6 2",03"6- #1' /1*,)*&)*% /"'$C >0)- 3"- #$+, ,1 0"<$ 0"( " 21-),)<$ 
)A2"/, "+,01&%0 /+"'),6 1# ($/)-)1* A"H)*% "*( ()-2&,$ '$-1+&,)1* '$A")*$( "'$"- #1' 
($<$+12A$*,C  
 
>0$ /1AA&*),6 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ,$"A 3"- )*,$%'",$( 3),0 0$"+,0C >0)- 3"- -$$* 
,1 4$ " -,'$*%,0G &*($'2)**)*% %11( A&+,)V()-/)2+)*"'6 "--$--A$*, "*( /"'$ 
A"*"%$A$*, 1# 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C E13$<$'G ), 3"- "/H*13+$(%$( ,0", 
,0$'$ 3$'$ /0"++$*%$- )* 31'H)*% "/'1-- 0$"+,0 "*( -1/)"+ /"'$ 1'%"*)-",)1*-G 30)/0 
/1&+( 0"<$ ()##$'$*, 2')1'),)$- (')<$* 46 ()##$'$*, *",)1*"+ "%$*("-C >0$ '$/$*, 
'$1'%"*)-",)1* 1# ,0$ ,$"A ,1 -), 3),0)* "(&+, -1/)"+ /"'$ "##1'($( " ,)A$+6 1221',&*),6 
,1 $*-&'$ ,0", ,0$'$ 3"- " -)*%+$ /10$'$*, <)-)1* "/'1-- ,0$ 2"',*$'-C  
 
>0$ 2'121-$( '$-,'&/,&')*% 1# ,0$ /1&*/)+ 3"- )*,$*($( ,1 2'1<)($ ,0$ #1&*(",)1* ,1 
(')<$ #1'3"'( 2$'-1*"+)-",)1* )* "++ ()'$/,1'",$-C >0$'$ 0"( 4$$* $##$/,)<$ +)*H- 
4$,3$$* "(&+, -1/)"+ /"'$ "*( 1,0$' ()'$/,1'",$- ,0", 0"( +$( ,1 -1A$ 21-),)<$ 
($<$+12A$*,-G 4&, ,0$'$ *$$($( ,1 " /+$"'$' -,'",$%)/ #'"A$31'H ,1 (')<$ ), #1'3"'( 
A1'$ 2&'21-$#&++6C !,'1*%$' +)*H- 3$'$ *$$($( )* -,'",$%)$- #1' 01&-)*% "*( +$"'*)*% 
()-"4)+),)$-C >0$ '1+$ 1# 1,0$' ()'$/,1'",$- -&/0 "- ,'"*-21',G $(&/",)1*G "*( +$)-&'$ 
*$$($( ,1 4$ &*($'2)**$( 46 /+$"'$' -,'",$%)/ $*%"%$A$*,C >0)- 31&+( 4$*$#), #'1A 
2+"*- ,1 $-,"4+)-0 " /1'21'",$ ,'"*-#1'A",)1* 41"'(C   
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( 31'H$( $##$/,)<$+6 3),0 2"',*$'- ,1 $A4$( -"#$%&"'()*% "/'1-- 
"%$*/)$-G "/0)$<)*% 2"',)/&+"'+6 -,'1*% 4&6V)* #'1A 0$"+,0 2"',*$'-C >0$'$ 3$'$ %11( 
+)*H- 3),0 ,0$ /1AA&*),6 -"#$,6 2"',*$'-0)2G "+,01&%0 "3"'$*$-- 1# ,0$ A1-, '$/$*, 
/1AA&*),6 -,'",$%6 3"- +13C D1'H 3"- *$$($( ,1 $A4$( ,0)- "- " -,'",$%)/ (')<$' 
"/'1-- "%$*/)$-G 4&)+()*% 1* %11( 12$'",)1*"+ 31'H ,1 '")-$ "*( "(('$-- )--&$- 1# 
0",$ /')A$ "*( 2'1A1,)*% -"#$,6C  
 
;+,01&%0 ,0$'$ 0"( 4$$* " '$+",)<$+6 '$/$*, '$<)$3 1# ,0$ !"#$%&"'()*% e&+*$'"4+$ 
;(&+,- 41"'(G A1'$ 31'H 3"- *$$($( ,1 $-,"4+)-0 " -,'1*%$' -,'",$%)/ #1/&- #1' ,0$ 
41"'(C 5$A4$'- )($*,)#)$( ,0", ,0$ 41"'( 0"( #1/&-$( 1* 12$'",)1*"+ A",,$'- ,0", 
/1&+( 4$ ($<1+<$( ,1 1,0$' #1'&A-C  >0$ /1&*/)+ 3"- 2+"**)*% ,1 "221)*, " *$3 
)*($2$*($*, /0")' #1' ,0$ -"#$%&"'()*% 41"'(G "*( " 2'1#$--)1*"+ $L2$', ,1 #1/&- 1* 
21+)/6 "*( -,'",$%6 30)/0 31&+( 4$ " ,)A$+6 "*( 3$+/1A$ ($<$+12A$*,C ; '$<)$3 1# 
,0$ 41"'(\- '1+$ 3),0)* ,0$ *$,31'H 1# 1,0$' 41"'(- "/'1-- !&--$L /1&+( "+-1 +$"( ,1 
%'$",$' /+"'),6 "*( $##)/)$*/6C  
%

H4*%$!"'.0%".2*%J!2I&!2"*%4.$%".)."'+9Y%$I'00$%.(B%"!AA'+A*(+%+!%B*0'7*2%
'A)2!7*B%!#+"!A*$Y%.(B%J!2I$%$#""*$$&#009%J'+4%I*9%).2+(*2$X%

Y$-1&'/$- 3$'$ 4$)*% A"22$( ,1 -&221', 31'H#1'/$ 2+"**)*% )* ,0$ ($+)<$'6 1# 
2$'-1*"+)-",)1* "*( -"#$%&"'()*% <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,-C B##$/,)<$ ,'")*)*% "*( 
$*%"%$A$*, 3),0 -,"## "*( 2"',*$'- -&221',$( %11( 1&,/1A$-C  
 
D1'H#1'/$ ($<$+12A$*, 0"( 4$$* '$/1%*)-$( "- " -,'",$%)/ 2')1'),6 )* ()'$/,1'",$ 
2+"*-G "*( ,0$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 31'H#1'/$ -,'",$%6 788:V97C >0$ 2$'-1*"+)-",)1* 
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-,'",$%6 "*( 2'1%'"AA$ 0"( " ($()/",$( 31'H-,'$"A #1' 31'H#1'/$ 2+"**)*%G 4&, 
"/,)1* 3"- "- 6$, ", "* $"'+6 -,"%$C !H)++- A"22)*% 3"- 4$)*% &*($',"H$*G 30)/0 3"- 
,1 4$ +)*H$( ,1 )($*,)#6)*% "'$"- 30$'$ '$1'%"*)-",)1* 1' '$,'")*)*% A"6 4$ *$$($(C ; 
/+$"' A1($+ #1' ,0$ #&,&'$ /1*#)%&'",)1* "*( '1+$- 1# -,"## "*( -$'<)/$- *$$($( ,1 4$ 
($<$+12$( ,1 -&221', ,0$ <)-)1* #1' ,'"*-#1'A",)1* 1# -1/)"+ /"'$C  
 
Q&-)*$-- 2+"*- #1' ,$"A- '$#+$/,$( /1'21'",$ 2')1'),)$- "*( 3"- +)*H$( ,1 " /+$"' 
-,'&/,&'$ #1' "22'")-"+ "*( -&2$'<)-)1*C J'"/,),)1*$'- /1*#)'A$( ,0", -&2$'<)-)1* "*( 
A"*"%$A$*, -&221', 3"- '$"()+6 "<")+"4+$ ,1 ,0$AC  
 
; ($()/",$( +$"'*)*% "*( ($<$+12A$*, ,$"A 1##$'$( ,'")*)*% 1221',&*),)$- #1' "++ -,"## 
)* +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- -$'<)/$-G )*/+&()*% $L,$'*"+ 1'%"*)-",)1*-C !,"H$01+($'- <"+&$( 
,0$ ,'")*)*% "*( /1*-)($'$( ), ,1 4$ 1# " 0)%0 -,"*("'(C J'"/,),)1*$'- )* ,0$ )*,$%'",$( 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ,$"A '$21',$( %11( +)*H- 4$,3$$* ,$"A A$A4$'- ,0", 0$+2$( 
+$"'*)*% "*( )*#1'A",)1* -0"')*%G 2'1A1,$( $##$/,)<$ 31'H)*% "*( -&221',$( A1'"+$ 
30)/0 3"- %$*$'"++6 0)%0C  
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ 2'1<)($( "* $L,$*-)<$ 2'1%'"AA$ 1# -"#$%&"'()*% ,'")*)*% #1' 
2'"/,),)1*$'- "*( -$'<)/$ 2'1<)($'-G ,")+1'$( ,1 ,0$ ()##$'$*, '1+$- ,0", 31&+( 4$ 
&*($',"H$*C J$12+$ 301 0"( ",,$*($( '$21',$( ,0)- ,1 4$ 1# " 0)%0 O&"+),6C BV+$"'*)*% 
3"- "+-1 "<")+"4+$ ,1 " 3)($' '"*%$ 1# -,"H$01+($'- -&/0 "- /1'21'",$ 2'1<)($'-C 
J1-),)<$+6G ,0$ /1&*/)+ 3"- )* ,0$ 2'1/$-- 1# )*,'1(&/)*% "//'$(),$( ,'")*)*% #1' 
2'1<)($'- "*( /1A2$,$*/6 4"-$( ,'")*)*% #1' "++ +$<$+-C  
 
Y$2'$-$*,",)<$- #'1A " 3)($ '"*%$ 1# 1'%"*)-",)1*- 3$'$ "4+$ ,1 ",,$*( ,0$ 
2'"/,),)1*$'-\ "++)"*/$ "%")*-, "4&-$ 1# <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,- `J;e;a %'1&2C >0)- 
2'1<)($( " #1'&A ,1 ()-/&-- 2'"/,)/$ )--&$- "*( 2'1A1,$ %11( 2'"/,)/$C ; A&+,)V
"%$*/6 -"#$%&"'()*% #1'&A 3"- "+-1 0$+( O&"',$'+6G ,"'%$,)*% A"*"%$'- #'1A 
-,",&,1'6 "%$*/)$- 1<$'-$$)*% -"#$%&"'()*% 31'HC   
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ #&*($( " ($()/",$( -"#$%&"'()*% A"*"%$'G 301 0"( " /+$"' '1+$ ,0", 
3"- <"+&$( 46 2'"/,),)1*$'- "*( "+$',$'-C >0$ /1&*/)+ "+-1 #&*($( -"#$%&"'()*% 
,'")*)*%C E$"+,0 2"',*$'- "''"*%$( -2$/)#)/ -"#$%&"'()*% ,'")*)*% #1' ,0$)' 13* -,"##C 
?&''$*, "''"*%$A$*,- #1' '$-1&'/)*% -"#$%&"'()*% 31'H "/'1-- ,0$ H$6 2"',*$'- 
31&+( 4$*$#), #'1A '$<)$3 ,1 A"L)A)-$ $##)/)$*/6 "- 3$++ "- ,1 $*-&'$ /"2"/),6 ,1 
A$$, %'13)*% ($A"*( #1' ,'")*)*% "*( )*/'$"-)*% "+$',-C  
%

 

;*2&!2A.("*%A.(.3*A*(+%$*+$%"0*.2%+.23*+$%&!2%B*0'7*2'(3%)2'!2'+'*$X%;2!32*$$%
'$%A!('+!2*B%$9$+*A.+'".009%.(B%.""#2.+*09X%>((!7.+'!(%.(B%'('+'.+'7*%.2*%
*("!#2.3*B%.(B%2'$I$%.2*%A.(.3*BX%

>0$'$ 3$'$ $-,"4+)-0$( 2'1/$--$- #1' A1*),1')*% O&"+),6 1# /"'$ A"*"%$A$*, )* 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$-C J$'#1'A"*/$ )* H$6 )*()/",1'- #1' +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- -$'<)/$- 
3"- %11(C Q&, ,0$'$ '$A")*$( 31'H ,1 4$ (1*$ ,1 $*-&'$ ,0", A1*),1')*% 1# O&"+),6 1# 
-$'<)/$ ($+)<$'6 3"- '14&-, "*( /1*-)-,$*,C Y$/$*, "/,)1* 0"( 4$$* ,"H$* ,1 
-,'$*%,0$* 2'1/$--$- #1' O&"+),6 "--&'"*/$ 1# -"#$%&"'()*%C  
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>0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( $##$/,)<$ 2$'#1'A"*/$ A"*"%$A$*, "''"*%$A$*,- )* 2+"/$ '$+",)*% 
,1 "--$--A$*, "*( /"'$ A"*"%$A$*,G "*( /1&+( ($A1*-,'",$ -,$"(6 2'1%'$-- )* 
H$6 )*()/",1'- -&/0 "- 2'1A1,)*% -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221',C >0$-$ 3$'$ '$#+$/,$( )* ,$"A 
4&-)*$-- 2+"*-G -&221',$( 46 " 2$'#1'A"*/$ A1*),1')*% #'"A$31'H "*( '$21',)*% ,1 
,0$ -$*)1' A"*"%$A$*, 41"'(C  
 
!6-,$A- #1' ,0$ O&"+),6 "--&'"*/$ 1# -$'<)/$- "*( /1*,'"/, A1*),1')*% *$$($( 
)A2'1<$A$*,C >0$ /1*,'"/,- ,$"A &-$( " /1A2'$0$*-)<$ ]($-H ,12 '$<)$3\ 2'1/$--G 
4&, ,0)- 3"- ,')%%$'$( 46 )*-2$/,)1*- 46 ?@? "*( *$$($( ,1 4$ A1'$ 2'1V"/,)<$ )* 
-$$H)*% "*( '$-21*()*% ,1 /1*/$'*- "41&, O&"+),6C .*V01&-$ -$'<)/$- 3$'$ -&4P$/, ,1 
" ($-H ,12 '$<)$3 "*( <)-),- "- '$O&)'$( 30$'$ '$%)-,$'$( 3),0 ?@?G 4&, 3$'$ *1, 
-&4P$/, ,1 ,0$ -"A$ O&"+),6 2'1/$--$- "- /1*,'"/,$( -$'<)/$-C !$'<)/$- 2'1<)($( 
,0'1&%0 -21, /1*,'"/,- 3$'$ "+-1 -&4P$/, ,1 " ]+)%0,$' ,1&/0\ 3),01&, ,0$ -"A$ 
,01'1&%0*$-- 1# A1*),1')*% "22+)$( ,1 /1*,'"/,$( -$'<)/$-C >0$ /1*,'"/,- &*), 0"( 
1*+6 +)A),$( )*#1'A",)1* "41&, 1&,V1#V41'1&%0 2+"/$A$*,- "*( ,0)- *$$($( '$<)$3C 
@&"+),6 "--&'"*/$ -6-,$A- 3$'$ ,0$'$#1'$ *1, $O&),"4+$ "*( A$"*, ,0", ,0$ /1&*/)+ 
0"( +$-- )*#1'A",)1* "41&, ,0$ O&"+),6 1# /"'$ 2'1<)($( )* -1A$ -$'<)/$- ,0"* 1,0$'-C 
>0)- 3"- 2"',)/&+"'+6 "* )--&$ "- ,0'$$ 1# ,0$ /1&*/)+\- )*V01&-$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 
/"'$ 01A$- 0"( 4$$* '",$( ]"($O&",$\ 46 ?@?C >0$ /1&*/)+ *$$($( ,1 ($A1*-,'",$ 
,0", ,0$ -6-,$A- )* 2+"/$ #1' A1*),1')*% "*( )A2'1<)*% O&"+),6 3$'$ '14&-,C  
 
>0$ /1&*/)+ %$*$'"++6 '$-21*($( 2'1A2,+6 "*( "22'12')",$+6 ,1 /1*/$'*- '")-$( 
"41&, -$'<)/$-G 3),0 -1A$ $L"A2+$- 1# $##$/,)<$ 31'H (1*$ ,1 )A2'1<$ ,0$ O&"+),6 1# 
-$'<)/$ 2'1<)($(C ;* "22'1<$( 2'1<)($' +)-, 3"- 4$)*% ($<$+12$( #1' 2'1<)($'- 1# 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- -$'<)/$-G 30)/0 3"- " 21-),)<$ )*),)",)<$ 4&, "- 6$, 3"- *1, 
)*,$*($( ,1 4$ " '$O&)'$A$*, #1' $L)-,)*% -$'<)/$- ,1 -)%* &2 ,1 ),C >0$'$ 3$'$ 
/0"++$*%$- )* A1*),1')*% ,0$ O&"+),6 1# -&221',$( +)<)*% -$'<)/$-G 3),0 )*/'$"-)*% 
*&A4$'- 1# ,0)- ,62$ 1# 2'1<)-)1* )* ,0$ "'$"C ?1*-)($'",)1* *$$($( ,1 4$ %)<$* ,1 
$*-&')*% ,0", "* "22'12')",$ -6-,$A 3"- )* 2+"/$ ,1 /"2,&'$ '$+$<"*, O&"+),6 
)*#1'A",)1* "41&, ,0$-$ -$'<)/$-C  
 
Y$/$*, "/,)1* 0"( 4$$* ,"H$* ,1 -,'$*%,0$* -"#$%&"'()*% 2'1/$--$-G 30)/0 3$'$ 
)*,$*($( ,1 "(('$-- 3$"H*$--$- )* O&"+),6 1# 2'"/,)/$ "*( '$/1'()*% ,0", 0"( 4$$* 
)($*,)#)$( )* "* "&(), 1# -"#$%&"'()*% &*($',"H$* )* 788:C >0$ )A2+$A$*,",)1* 1# 
?"'$ ;--$-- ,1 )A2'1<$ /"2,&'$ 1# (","G '$/1'()*% "*( -&2$'<)-)1* 31&+( 2'1A1,$ 
)A2'1<$A$*, )* A1-, 1# ,0$ "'$"- )($*,)#)$(C J1-),)<$+6G ,0$ /1&*/)+ 0"( "+-1 
($<$+12$( " -6-,$A #1' $*"4+)*% 2$12+$ 301 0"( 4$$* -&4P$/, ,1 " -"#$%&"'()*% 
"+$', ,1 #$$(4"/H ,0$)' $L2$')$*/$- 1# ,0$ 2'1/$--C ?0"*%$- 0"( 4$$* A"($ ,1 
$*"4+$ 4$,,$' ("," /"2,&'$ 1# "+$',- )*<1+<)*% /"'$'-G "(&+,- 301 3$'$ &-)*% -$+#V
()'$/,$( -&221',G "*( <)/,)A- 1# 0",$ /')A$ "*( ()-/')A)*",)1*C E13$<$'G " A1'$ 
'14&-, "22'1"/0 ,1 "*"+6-)- 1# ("," "*( ,'$*(- )* -"#$%&"'()*% 3"- *$$($(G &-)*% 
,0)- ,1 )*#1'A ,'")*)*%G 2'"/,)/$ "*( ,"'%$, %'1&2- 1# 2"',)/&+"'+6 <&+*$'"4+$ "(&+,-C 
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8!AA'$$'!('(3%.(B%#$*%!&%2*$!#2"*$%

;*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$%.(B%+4*'2%".2*2$%.2*%./0*%+!%"!AA'$$'!(%+4*%$#))!2+%
+4*9%(**BX%8!AA'$$'!(*2$%*(3.3*%J'+4%)*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$Y%".2*2$Y%
).2+(*2$%.(B%$*27'"*%)2!7'B*2$Y%.(B%$4.)*%+4*%A.2I*+%+!%'A)2!7*%!#+"!A*$%
.(B%3!!B%7.0#*X%

H4*%7'*J$%!&%)*!)0*%J4!%#$*%$*27'"*$Y%".2*2$Y%0!".0%)*!)0*Y%).2+(*2$%.(B%
$*27'"*%)2!7'B*2$%.2*%0'$+*(*B%+!%/9%"!AA'$$'!(*2$X%H4*$*%7'*J$%'(&0#*("*%
"!AA'$$'!('(3%&!2%/*++*2%!#+"!A*$%&!2%)*!)0*X%

>0$'$ 3$'$ -6-,$A- )* 2+"/$ ,1 /"2,&'$ ,0$ <)$3- 1# -,"H$01+($'- "*( ,0)- 0"( 4$$* 
&-$( 46 ,0$ /1&*/)+ )* ,0$ /1AA)--)1*)*% 1# -$'<)/$- #1' 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% 
()-"4)+),)$-C   
 
; ]5"H$ ., E"22$*\ -&4V%'1&2 1# ,0$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- 2"',*$'-0)2 41"'( 0"( 4$$* 
$-,"4+)-0$( )* 788: ,1 $*%"%$ -,"H$01+($'- )* 1<$'-$$)*% ,0$ )A2+$A$*,",)1* 1# ,0$ 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- -,'",$%6 "*( ,1 A1*),1' "/,)1* 2+"*- "/'1-- "++ 1# ,0$ 1,0$' -&4V
%'1&2-C >0)- 3"- 4$)*% -&221',$( 46 " '$/$*, 21-),)<$ )*),)",)<$ ,1 '$21', ,1 ,0$ 
2"',*$'-0)2 41"'( 1* 2$'#1'A"*/$ 1* ,0$ ,0'$$ ]Q)% J')1'),)$-\C >0$-$ 0"( 4$$* 
"%'$$( +1/"++6 "- 01&-)*%G $A2+16A$*, "*( -1/)"+ "/,)<),)$-G "- 3$++ "- '$21',)*% 1* 
*",)1*"+ 2')1'),)$- -&/0 "- "//$-- ,1 0$"+,0C >0)- )A2'1<$( ,'"*-2"'$*/6 "*( 
"//1&*,"4)+),6 1# ,0$ /1&*/)+ )* ($+)<$'6 1* "%'$$( 2+"*-G "- 3$++ "- A"H)*% $L2+)/), 
,0$ /1**$/,)1* 4$,3$$* /1*-&+,",)1*-G /0"*%$- )* /1AA)--)1*)*%G "*( )A2'1<$( 
1&,/1A$-C  
 
; 0)%0 2'1#)+$ ]?01)/$- I"6\ $<$*, 3"- "+-1 4$)*% 2'$2"'$( ,0", $*"4+$( 2$12+$ 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ,1 A"H$ /01)/$- "41&, "/,)<),)$- "*( ,0$ -0"2$ 1# )*V01&-$ ("6 
-$'<)/$-C ;* $<"+&",)1* 1# ,0$ #)'-, $<$*, )* 788: 0"( 4$$* &-$( ,1 )*#1'A 
)A2'1<$A$*,- )* 2'1A1,)*% ,0$ ("6 "*( /1AA&*)/",)*% 3),0 -,"H$01+($'- ,1 %")* 
,0$)' )*2&,C  
 
!2$/)#)/ 31'H 3"- "+-1 4$)*% (1*$ ,1 /"2,&'$ #$$(4"/H #'1A 2$12+$ 3),0 +$"'*)*% 
()-"4)+),)$- ,0'1&%0 ,0$ 2$'-1* /$*,'$( 2+"**)*% 2'1/$-- ,0", 31&+( )*#1'A -$'<)/$ 
($<$+12A$*,C 
 
f1'&A- #1' ,0$ /1&*/)+ ,1 $*%"%$ 3),0 2'1<)($'- "*( ,0)'( -$/,1' 1'%"*)-",)1*- 0"( 
4$$* &-$( #1' -0"')*% )*#1'A",)1* "*( 2'1A1,)*% ,0$ <)-)1* #1' )A2+$A$*,)*% ,0$ 
2$'-1*"+)-",)1* "%$*("C 51-, -,"H$01+($'- 3$'$ 21-),)<$ "41&, ,0$-$ #1'&A-C !1A$ 
,0)'( -$/,1' 1'%"*)-",)1*- #$+, ,0", ,0$ /1&*/)+ /1&+( )A2'1<$ ,0$ O&"+),6 1# 
$*%"%$A$*, 3),0 ,0$A )* ()-/&--)1*- "41&, )A2+$A$*,",)1* 1# ,0$ <)-)1* #1' 
2$'-1*"+)-",)1*C ; +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ]>1%$,0$' F$,31'H\ 0"( 4$$* $-,"4+)-0$( 3),0 
+$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- ($<$+12A$*, #&*()*% ,1 2'1<)($ 1221',&*),)$- #1' 1'%"*)-",)1*- ,1 
31'H ,1%$,0$' "*( -0"'$ $L2$')$*/$-C >0)- 3"- <"+&$( 46 ,01-$ ,0", ",,$*($(C  
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8!AA'$$'!(*2$%#(B*2$+.(B%0!".0%(**B$%&!2%$!"'.0%".2*X%H4*9%0*.B%"4.(3*Y%
'(7*$+'(3%2*$!#2"*$%&.'209%+!%."4'*7*%0!".0%)2'!2'+'*$%.(B%J!2I'(3%J'+4%).2+(*2$%
+!%$4.)*%+4*%0!".0%*"!(!A9X%G*27'"*$%."4'*7*%3!!B%7.0#*X%

?1AA)--)1*)*% 3"- &*($'2)**$( 46 %11( *$$(- "*"+6-)- "*( "* "22'12')",$ '$%"'( 
#1' <"+&$ #1' A1*$6C >0$ /1&*/)+ 31'H$( 3$++ 3),0 0$"+,0 2"',*$'- )* -,'",$%)/ 
/1AA)--)1*)*%G 4&, *$$($( ,1 -,'$*%,0$* ),- '1+$ )* +$"()*% /0"*%$ "/'1-- ,0$ -1/)"+ 
/"'$ A"'H$,C  
 
!,'",$%)/ 2+"**)*% 3"- 4"-$( 1* -,'1*% P1)*, -,'",$%)/ *$$(- "*"+6-)-G 3),0 31'H 
4$)*% (1*$ ,1 ($<$+12 " -$2"'",$ +$"'*)*% ()-"4)+),)$- *$$(- "*"+6-)-C Y$/$*, /"'$ 
A"*"%$A$*, '$<)$3- 0"( "+-1 4$$* -,'&/,&'$( ,1 /"2,&'$ )*#1'A",)1* "41&, &*A$, 
*$$(- "*( ,0$ 21,$*,)"+ ,1 1##$' )*/'$"-$( +$<$+- 1# -$+#V()'$/,$( -&221',C .*,$++)%$*/$ 
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APPENDIX 2 

Improvement planning template for use by Council 
 

Improvement Area 1 – Ensure more effective work focussed on ensuring that vulnerable adults felt safe in the 
community, and confident in reporting harassment or discrimination . 

  

 

How is this to be achieved / action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. Day Services ‘Choices’ will offer ‘Feeling Safe 
at Home and in the Community’ which will 
support people with learning disabilities to: 
 
Ø Manage money and personal details safely  
Ø Keep yourself and belongings safe when out 

in the community  
Ø Who to contact when you need help and 

when to call the police.  
 

People with learning disabilities to feel more confident in 
knowing how and where to gain support if they experience 
harassment – from feedback from course participants  

End October 2010 

2. We will further develop the safeguarding 
training programme to include a course for; 
Managers of services / teams on raising 
awareness of safeguarding for people who use 
services. This would look at issues of 
vulnerability and how to decrease it, providing 
accessible information, raising awareness with 
people and some of the challenges posed by 
this, keeping awareness raised. Involve service 
users in the development and delivery of this 
course.  

Vulnerable people to feel more confident and knowledgeable 
on how and where to gain support if they experience abuse 
and harassment – increase in self referral for safeguarding 
alerts. Focus also on data from clients with mental health 
needs. 

April 2011 
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To ensure that this learning is also undertaken 
by Mental Health staff, focusing on acute 
ward staff.  

 
 

Improvement Area 2 – Promote awareness of safeguarding and keeping safe amongst diverse groups of vulnerable 
adults and carers. 

 

How is this to be achieved /action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. We will launch a Prevention Strategy  and 
action plan for prevention of adult abuse, 
which links with Risk policy and Self Neglect 
Guidance, as well as incorporating the 
ongoing Dignity Campaign work  

Prevention Strategy approved by all organisations 
representing at the Safeguarding Board. Increased public 
awareness of the safeguarding process, demonstrated by an 
increase in safeguarding referrals from non professionals 

April 2011 

2. We will engage with Gateway Providers so 
as to link to equalities groups and existing 
service user forums, in order to promote 
awareness across vulnerable groups about 
how to keep themselves safe, and also 
gather views of the safeguarding process 

Links to have been made with Gateway Providers, and input 
sought regarding raising awareness, and any material 
produced communicating with the public 

December 2010 

3. We will complete an Equalities Impact 
Assessment for safeguarding work 

Equalities Impact Assessment completed and recommended 
actions identified 

October 2010 

4. We will invite a representative from the 
Community and Voluntary Sector Forum 
(CVSF) to be a Safeguarding Board member 

CVSF representative attending quarterly meetings, with clear 
remit for how feedback from vulnerable people and other 
members of the public will be sought.  

December 2010 

5. We will create new social work post, whose 
main purpose is to lead on the 
implementation of carers’ needs, 
assessments/ reviews and other 
interventions across a range of services – 

Continue to monitor alerts raised by and regarding carers, with 
aim to show increase. 

April 2011 
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both internal and external to Brighton & Hove 
City Council – in order to improve the 
support delivered to carers.  

 

 
 

Improvement Area 3 – Address variability in the quality of safeguarding practice and recording to ensure that 
positive outcomes and mitigation of risk was consistently secured. 

 
Outcome 
Variability in the quality of safeguarding practice and recording will be eliminated. The result will be that positive outcomes 
and the mitigation of risk will be consistently secured, in line with users preferences.  

 

How is this to be achieved / action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

 
1. We will define practice and recording 

standards and ensure that these are 
understood by all investigating officers 
and investigating managers. This is 
linked to the introduction of competency-
based training for all practitioners 

 
Clear standards in place that are understood by staff 
reflected in consistency of practice and recording as 
monitored through audits and supervision. 

March 2011 

2. We will strengthen and refocus our 
existing case file audit regime, to ensure 
that any variability in practice and 
recording is identified and swiftly tackled. 
This will be supported by external 
scrutiny.  

More robust audit regime that supports and evidences 
consistency in practice and recording. 

October 2010 
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3. Management oversight of safeguarding 
case work will be strengthened, to 
ensure that interventions are only closed 
once positive outcomes and the 
mitigation of risk have been secured.  

Improved outcomes for service users and risk mitigated 
as evidenced through audit and monitoring process. 
 

October 2010 

 
4. We will involve a cross-section of staff in 

improvement planning activities, so that 
their suggestions for change, and 
ownership of the agenda, are secured.  

 
Staff sessions to support improvement completed and 
their input into the process is confirmed. 

 
October 2010 

5. We will develop an approach that 
provides us with feedback from a sample 
of users who have been through the 
safeguarding process.  

Systematic user feedback in place and informing the 
audit process. 

January 2011 

 

Improvement Area 4 – Ensure that the use of advocacy is promoted in safeguarding work 

 

How is this to be achieved /action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. We will undertake an audit of current use of 
advocacy in safeguarding work 

Audit undertaken, and recommended actions identified October 2010 

2. We will hold a Safeguarding Conference for 
staff  from across all partnership agencies, 
which focuses on the service user 
experience of the safeguarding process 

Monitor feedback from audit of vulnerable people who have 
participated in safeguarding process, aim to collate learning 
and use to update safeguarding action planning 

April 2011 

3. We will produce information to aid the 
understanding of vulnerable people 
regarding the safeguarding  

     investigation process  

As above April 2011 

4. We will agree quality assurance processes Monitor data collected and quality audits through MCA/DoLS December 2010 
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and data requirements for work completed 
under the Mental Capacity Act 

Group, aim to collate learning and use to update safeguarding 
action plan. 

 

Improvement Area 5 – Ensure that more people are aware of the services and support that is available to them 
through promoting access to information more effectively 

How is this to be achieved / action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. Update the information and website links 
that are available on the Information 
Prescriptions website 

Expanded section about learning disabilities and monitor 
access. 

August & 
September 2010 

2. Review of Learning Disability pages on 
council website 

Pages easier to read and all easy-read leaflets available 
on the website 

Autumn 2010 

3. Council’s ‘Ban the Babble’ campaign to 
make all council communication easier to 
understand 

Improvements to all communications ongoing 

4. information session for carers of people 
with learning disabilities – hosted by LD 
Partnership Board 

Attendance at session and feedback from attendee’s 

 
September 2010 

 

Improvement Area 6 – Develop better information about self -directed support in consultation with people with 
learning disabilities and their carers 

How is this to be achieved /action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. A script / set of prompts will be developed 
for reviewing officers to help them introduce 
concepts of SDS to service users during 
reviews 

Increase in service users awareness of SDS and aware 
of the costs of their own services 

2010/11 

2. Publish easy to read leaflet about SDS Leaflet available on websites and in print at CLDT offices 
and given to service users at reviews 

By end of 2010 
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3. Information about SDS included in Carer 
information session hosted by LD 
Partnership Board 

Attendance at information session 

 
September 2010 

4. Providers Forum Personalisation Sub 
Group set up. 

Providers will ensure more information available about 
their services and costs is available for people with 
learning disabilities & families. 

Autumn 2010  

 

Improvement Area 7 – Strengthen signposting arrangements to the range of low-level support or early intervention 
services across all aspects of social inclusion 

How is this to be achieved / action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. CLDT offer training and awareness 
raising to staff at Access Point 

Access Point staff will feel more confident sign-posting 
people with learning disabilities and low level needs 

 

2. Explore option of having one member of 
CLDT sited with the Access Point staff 

Skill sharing and enabling quicker solutions for people 
with learning disabilities 

Autumn  2010 

3. National Transition support funding being 
used to raise awareness of and expectation 
of employment for people with learning 
disabilities.  Work being done in partnership 
with Children’s services 

Staff in children’s services have higher expectations that 
people with learning disabilities will have careers when 
they grow-up. 

More people with learning disabilities accessing 
employment opportunities through transition planning. 

2010/11 

4. Improving health transitions Scoping exercise completed and Information and Action 
Planning Session for professionals will have happened. 

Autumn 2010 

 

Improvement Area 8 – Review the adequacy of low-level support or early intervention services for people with mild 
or moderate learning disabilities 

How is this to be achieved /action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. We will review adequacy of low level 
services provided in conjunction with 

We will clarify need and gaps in current provision and 
have a clear plan to address these gaps. 

September  2010 
for 
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Supporting People.  implementation 
from April 2011  
 

2. We will clarify care pathways through 
workshops planned for the learning 
disability service.  

 

We will have clear pathways for people to access 
services. 

Work shops 
planned for 
October  
 

3. We will develop an action plan following 
this review 

Action plan in place that will promote low level support 
for people with mild to moderate learning difficulties. 

Implement from 
April 2011 

 

Improvement Area 9 – Undertake needs analysis of people with mild or moderate learning disabilities, whose needs 
and vulnerability was increased by other factors such as drug or alcohol misuse, homelessness or mental health 
problems and develop an action plan to address issues  

How is this to be achieved / action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. We will undertake a needs analysis as 
part of the JSNA. 

We will have a clear plan relating to need and care 
pathways 

JSNA completed 
by  November  
Action plan to 
implement by 
March 2011. 
 

2. We will develop an action plan with 
Supporting people and other 
commissioners setting out how these 
needs will be met. 

Action plan in place. Implementation 
from April 2011 

 

Improvement Area 10 – Improve engagement of people with learning disabilities, carers and other stakeholders 
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How is this to be achieved /action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. Review the effectiveness of 
arrangements and use the Partnership 
Board and sub groups as a key vehicle 
for engagement and consultation. We will 
finalise new terms of reference and 
actions arising from the EIA 

We will improve engagement with our partners and seek 
regular feedback to ensure continuous improvement. 

September 2010 

2. Ensure that we report back on how the 
views of our partners have influenced our 
decisions 

Commissioning plans evidencing how stakeholders have 
introduced proposals. 

From September 
2010 

3. Set up mechanisms to establish the 
effectiveness of our engagement and 
work with colleagues across the City to 
ensure links to other key decision making 
bodies. 

Discussions at the Partnership Board to review 
engagement and opportunities to improve effectiveness 
and links to other bodies. Set up arrangements to 
regularly monitor effectiveness of revised arrangements. 

From September 
2010 

 
 
 

Improvement Area 11 – Develop clearer strategic links with corporate partners, ensuring that adult social care 
issues were more clearly referenced in corporate strategies.  

How is this to be achieved / action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. The emerging new structure (ref in the 
Council the City deserves), sets out a clear 
strategic vision and model that builds upon 
and develops current strategic links with 
corporate strategies and City partners. Recent 
appointments within the City Council include a 

Commissioning plans for the most vulnerable people in 
the City will include all aspects of the Council work. 
 

June 2011 to 
December 2011  
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Strategic Director for People, which includes; 
the Adult Social Care agenda. Within the 
commissioning unit the proposal for a Lead 
Commissioner for Adult Social Care, includes 
the statutory requirements of the DASS role. It 
is also proposed that safeguarding, assurance 
and clinical governance responsibilities are 
part of the commissioning unit. This 
Commissioning Unit will sit at the heart of the 
new structure and commissioning for the most 
vulnerable is a key to the organisations future. 

2.  The development of ‘provider’ units will 

ensure that there are direct links between 
these units and corporate strategies as these 
relate to a range of issues (i.e. human 
resource policies etc) 

Clear links between corporate strategies and delivery 
units. 

Pilots reporting in 
October 2010 
including lessons 
learnt. 

3.  Adult Social Care are leading on a pilot to 
integrate commissioning plans across the 
City Council and other partner bodies for 
alcohol and substance misuse. The pilots will 
report in the Autumn and it is anticipated that 
lessons learnt will be embedded in future 
commissioning planning arrangements 

 

Pilot completed and lessons embedded in future 
planning. 

Further work to 
embed the 
process from 
October to 
May/June 2011 

 
 

Improvement Area 12 – Jointly, with health partners, develop a clear model for future configuration of roles of staff 
and services to support the vision for transformation of social care. 

How is this to be achieved /action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 
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1. We will clarify governance and roles and 
responsibilities for learning disability 
commissioning 

Corporate governance structure established across the 
City Council. 
 

November 2010 
 

2. We will undertake a market analysis 
through the JSNA to further inform 
commissioning plans and workforce 
development issues 

Workforce development linked to commissioning plans 
and personalisation. 

September 2010 
to March 2011 
 

3. We will use this analysis to further develop 
the  workforce strategy 

  

 

Improvement Area 13 – Establish a stronger strategic focus and role for the safeguarding vulnerable adults board, 
with a clear role within the network of other forums across Sussex and supported by more effective sub-groups.  

How is this to be achieved / action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. We will establish a multi-agency Quality 
Assurance sub group to the Safeguarding 
Board, to analyse the findings from audit 
reports and data reports 

Sub Group established, and quarterly reports made to 
Safeguarding Board 

Dec 2010 

2. We will establish a multi-agency Prevention 
and Dignity sub group to the Safeguarding 
Board to action the work plan from the 
Prevention Strategy 

 

Sub Group established, quarterly reports to Safeguarding 
Board and recommended actions identified. 

Dec 2010 

3. To review the Safeguarding Vulnerable 
Adults Board and arrangements for Chair in 
light of the corporate re-structure. 

Review completed and recommended actions identified.  Dec 2010 

4. We will explore links to Safeguarding Boards 
in East and West Sussex, such as formal 
sharing of action plans, and learning from 
Serious Case Reviews 

Report to Board on recommended actions Dec 2010 
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Improvement Area 14 – Ensure consistency and equity of quality assurance of all services for people with learning 
disability, and address quality issues with current services where concerns have been identified. 

How is this to be achieved /action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. Establish monthly Care Governance 
Panel (CGP) across all services to 
promote equity and consistency. 

Systematic monthly overview across all services. 
Consistent approach across services. 
 
 
 

First panel August 
2010 

2. The Care Governance Panel will monitor 
and take appropriate action in relation to 
specific quality issues. 

Improvement plans being implemented in good time and 
reflected in quality rating of the service. 

First panel August 
2010 

3. Review current desk top review 
framework with a view to identifying and 
intervening earlier in relation to issues of 
service quality. This will feed into the 
CGP 

Potential quality issues being identified earlier and 
proportionate action taken. 

Review has 
commenced and 
will be informed 
by the CGP once 
in place. 

4. Review the approved provider process 
for care homes in the city for people with 
a learning disability. 

All care homes in the city have achieved approved 
provider status. 

April 2011 

5. Establish performance compacts with in 
house provision as part of the Council 
the City Deserves programme. 

In house provision delivering services to agreed quality 
standards and outcomes. 

Timetable will be 
set Corporately 

6. Integrate the current quality assurance 
functions in contracts and Performance & 
Development Unit to provide a more 
robust cross sector system. 

Equitable approach to quality assurance and 
improvement in place. 

April 2011 

 

Improvement Area 15 – Develop more robust quality analysis of safeguarding data and trends, to inform training, 
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practice and develop targeted initiatives. 

How is this to be achieved / action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. See improvement area 13.1   
2.    
3.    
4.    
5.    

 

Improvement Area 16 – Drive a “step change” in the pace of transformation, to broaden the focus to include wider 
service development and more ambitious market configuration. 

How is this to be achieved /action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. We have commenced a market 
development strategy based on analysis 
of needs, assessment of our local 
market, gaps in provision and risk 
assessment of small provider services 

We will have a clear plan regarding what ‘new’ services 
need to be commissioned, which services will be provided 
through market development and which services will need 

to be decommissioned or remodelled 

April 2011 

 

2. This plan will set out the market needs to 
be reconfigured to meet preferences and 
demands 

 
As above 

 
As above 

 

Improvement Area 17 – Promote a stronger and clearer long-term strategic view of commissioning intentions 
working with stakeholders on implementation. 

How is this to be achieved / action Expected evidence of improvement timescale 

1. The development of the Intelligent 
Commissioning model by the City 
Council ensures that commissioning 

New models in place and governance processes 
established including a ‘Health & Wellbeing Board’. 
 

Plans expected 
by June 2011 
 

5
0
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intentions include stakeholder’s 
engagement. 
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ADULT SOCIAL CARE & 
HOUSING OVERVIEW 
AND SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE 

Agenda Item 37 
 

Brighton & Hove City Council 

  

Subject: Housing Repairs and Improvement Partnership 
Progress Report  

Date of Meeting: 4th November 2010 

Report of: Strategic Director, Place 

Contact Officer: Name:  Glyn Huelin Tel: 29-3306 

 E-mail: glyn.huelin@brighton-hove.gov.uk 

Key Decision: No  

Wards Affected: All  

 
 
FOR GENERAL RELEASE 

 
1. SUMMARY AND POLICY CONTEXT 

 

1.1. The Housing Repairs & Improvement Partnership with Mears Group 
Limited commenced on the 1st of April 2010. The partnership is central in 
delivering better value for money to enable the council to invest more in the 
maintenance and improvement of the homes it manages.  

 
1.2. This progress report covers the first six months of the partnership from April 

to September 2010. 

 

 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

(1) That members note progress made on delivering the new Repairs & 
Improvement Partnership. 

 

 

3. RELEVANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION/CHRONOLOGY OF KEY 
EVENTS 

 
3.1. Background 
 
3.1.1. The Repairs & Improvement Partnership with Mears Group Limited 

commenced on the 1st April 2010. The partnership covers the whole city 
and delivers responsive repairs, empty property refurbishments, and most 
planned works (such as kitchen, bathroom and door replacements). The 
partnership also provides a repairs desk for residents to report repairs. 
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3.1.2. As well as aiming to provide better value for money, and improve customer 
service and the quality of works, the partnership will bring significant added 
value benefits in this city. These include: 

 
• 200 apprenticeships over the 10 years of the partnership (twice the 

industry average) 
• A variety of other training and work experience opportunities 
• A kitchen assembly workshop 
• A training academy 

 
3.1.3. The information below provides an overview of the partnership at this stage 

in the contract. 
 
3.2. Contract Management 
 
3.2.1. A robust contract management structure has been established that ensures 

residents are actively involved in monitoring the partnership and in decision 
making. The partnership is managed by a Core Group that is made up of 
BHCC officers, Mears officers and residents. The Core Group is 
responsible for the overall management of the partnership, monitoring of 
performance and finance and making sure the aims of the partnership are 
delivered.  

 
3.2.2. A Partnership Group has also been established and reports into the Core 

Group. This group is responsible for reviewing operational and technical 
performance, managing risks and resolving any issues that arise. 

 
3.2.3. The first six months of the partnership has seen residents fully involved in 

the Core Group. Four residents sit on the Core Group, two representatives 
from the Repairs & Maintenance Monitoring Group and two members of the 
Asset Management Panel. Over the next three months the council will be 
working with both the Repairs & Maintenance Monitoring Group and the 
Asset Management Panel to ensure there is additional resident involvement 
in the Partnership Group. 

 
3.2.4. In May and June of this year the Audit Commission carried out an 

inspection of the Partnership's contract management arrangements. This 
inspection was positive about the improvements made. In their report the 
Audit Commission identified that “the housing management service has 
made good progress over the last 18 months”. They felt that the partnership 
“is working effectively with a clear commitment from all partners to deliver 
improvement in the repairs and maintenance service for Council residents. 
There is collective ownership from members, partners and the senior 
managers to deliver the improvements needed and to maximise value for 
money.” 

  
3.2.5. The Audit Commission also noted that “There is a clear commitment to, and 

focus on, robust management and monitoring of the new repairs and 
maintenance contract to achieve the Decent Homes Standard  target by 
2013” and that “the Council is setting up a rigorous approach to monitoring 
and challenging performance. A robust framework is in place to address 
underperformance quickly, decisively and effectively.” 
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3.3. Resident Involvement and Customer Service 

 

3.3.1. Residents continue to be directly involved in the monitoring and 
management of the partnership. Officers and residents are also reporting 
progress to both the Repairs & Maintenance Monitoring Group and the 
Asset Management Panel, attending Area Panels and deliver regular 
updates on the Repairs & Improvement Partnership to Housing 
Management Consultative Committee. 

 

3.3.2. Residents have supported the development of the partnership through 
undertaking a mystery shopping exercise on the Repairs Desk in June and 
July. Overall results from this were positive, the mystery shoppers indicated 
that the telephone answering time is quicker than it was when they 
previously tested the service in September 2009 before the start of the new 
partnership and there has been a great improvement for customers getting 
through to the repairs desk on the first attempt.  

 

3.3.3. Some issues have also been identified by the mystery shoppers. These 
include some customers experiencing a longer wait to get through over 
lunch times, and that Mears need to ensure that repairs desk staff have 
access to clear information on alternative ways that customers can report 
repairs or access other relevant council services. A full action plan was 
agreed by Core Group in August 2010 and will be monitored over the 
coming months. 

 

3.3.4. A further mystery shopping exercise will now be carried out by residents on 
the out of hours service. The results of this will be reported to the Core 
Group and to Housing Management Consultative Committee in the next 
progress report. 

 

3.3.5. The repairs desk is now operating an extended local service for residents 
calling with repair enquiries. During the week the service will run until 6pm 
and on Saturday mornings it will run from 9am until 1pm.  

 

3.3.6. Mears are surveying residents by telephone following the completion of 
works to their homes. Over the first six months of the partnership 2,556 
residents were contacted and 2,467 of these, or 96.5% of residents, were 
satisfied or very satisfied with the service.  

 
3.3.7. These surveys also identified that some operatives and sub-contractors 

were not wearing Mears uniforms or not presenting their identification card. 
This has now improved and the 97% of residents surveyed in August said 
that operatives wore a uniform and presented their identification card. This 
improved again to 98% in September. A copy of the detailed information 
collected so far is attached as Appendix 1. Residents should expect all 
operatives, including sub-contractors, working on the partnership to be 
wearing a Mears uniform and to present their identification card. 
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3.3.8. There were a total of 90 complaints received over the first six months of the 
partnership giving an average of 15 per month. This is at the same level as 
2009/2010 when complaints averaged 15 per month.  

 
3.3.9. The number of complaints has improved from the last quarter of 2009/2010 

when there were 55 complaints received. In the first quarter of this year 37 
complaints were received and in the second quarter 53 were received. 

 
3.3.10. The amount of time taken to respond to complaints has improved this year 

with complaints being answered in an average of 8.5 days compared to 
10.8 days last year. Complaints have been for a variety of reasons with 29 
relating to delays in carrying out repairs. The complaints information is 
included in partnership performance reports so that regular monitoring is 
available to the core group. 

 

3.4. Performance Information 
 
3.4.1. Detailed performance information has been produced for the partnership 

since April 2010 and is reviewed at each Core Group meeting. The August 
2010 performance report is attached as Appendix 2. The report details year 
to date results for each performance indicator and uses a traffic light 
system to show whether performance is on target (green), just below target 
(amber) or significantly below target (red). 

 
3.4.2. The partnership is now completing repairs quickly and has reduced the time 

taken to complete non-urgent repairs to 9 days (HLPI R2). Emergency 
repairs are also being completed quickly with 98.5% of repairs being 
completed within 24 hours (HLPI R3). 

 
3.4.3. Performance on urgent repairs (HLPI R4) was below target in the first 

month of the partnership but following good scrutiny and action by the 
partnership the performance has now improved with over 97% of urgent 
repairs completed within 3 days in June, July and August. This means that 
so far this year 94.31% of urgent repairs were completed within three days. 
This continued improvement means that overall performance for the year to 
date is expected to reach the 97% target by the end of the next quarter. 

 
3.5. Planned Works and The Decent Homes Standard 
 
3.5.1. The planned works and decent homes programme includes replacing 

kitchens, bathrooms, doors and carrying out other works to residents 
homes such as rewires, external repairs and decorations.  

 
3.5.2. Over the first six months the partnership has delivered a 6.13% 

improvement in decent homes which means that 66.7% or 8,198 of our 
12,300 properties now meet the Decent Homes Standard. Progress in 
improving homes is a key objective for the partnership and Mears and 
BHCC are working together to ensure that we achieve our target of having 
74% of our homes decent by the end of 2010/11. 

 
3.5.3. During the first six months 225 new kitchens and 101 new bathrooms have 

been fitted in resident’s homes. The door installation programme has seen 
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306 new front doors installed and 316 new boilers have been fitted. Current 
performance on delivery of Decent Homes remains 2.3% behind the 
estimated target for this point in the year however September saw the 
biggest improvement in decency since the partnership commenced in April. 
Programmes have taken additional time to set up and the partnership 
initially experienced difficulty in accessing resident’s homes to undertake 
surveys. This has resulted in some changes to how the programme is 
delivered including the following improvements, which have led to much 
improved access rates: 

 
• Clearer communication in initial survey letters 
• Streamlined process focused on the resident 
• Instantly informing residents if their kitchen/bathroom will be replaced 

or not 
• Talking to local resident representatives about planned works 
• Carrying out workshops explaining decent homes work to residents  

 
3.5.4. The partnership has also made further improvements to communication 

such as setting up providing regular estate based updates, providing 
residents with fact sheets about kitchen and bathroom installations and 
developing a partnership newsletter. In particular the partnership is looking 
to clearly communicate what residents should expect from the service and 
is developing a “local offer” for resident’s homes. 

 
3.6. Housing Centre 
 
3.6.1. In March 2010 planning permission was achieved for a centre to house the 

partnership in the Fairway Trading Estate on Moulsecoomb Way. Following 
a period of negotiation with the landlords, a twenty year lease has been 
agreed and signed for the property. This is an exciting opportunity to 
develop the partnership with Mears and one that brings significant benefits 
to the council and residents, as well as ‘added value’ benefits to the wider 
community and city. 

 
3.6.2. Detailed plans have been completed for the Housing Centre project and a 

programme has been agreed by the Core Group. The building is currently 
mainly empty warehouse space and the construction works are extensive 
and complex. The works to be undertaken include: 

 

• Replacing the roof 
• Building and fitting extensive mezzanine floor to house the first floor 

offices 
• Fitting a sustainable heating / cooling system, rainwater recycling 

system and solar panels 
• Fitting electrical and ICT cabling 
• Installing a zonal security system 

 

3.6.3. Mears national project team have been brought in to oversee the 
development of the building through to completion and construction 
commenced on 13th October 2010. It has taken longer than anticipated to 
get to this point, but the partnership is now confident that the building will 
be ready for occupation in March 2011. 
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3.6.4. A series of site visits were carried out in October for the Repairs & 
Maintenance Monitoring Group, Asset Management Panel, local resident 
representatives, Councillors and staff. These visits explained the plans for 
the building, the construction process and the key benefits of the project. 

 
3.7. Community and Added Benefits 
 
3.7.1. The partnership with Mears provides a number of opportunities to deliver 

additional benefits to the community. The Housing Centre project has 
considered several innovations to ensure the building is sustainable. The 
building will benefit from rainwater recycling, a sustainable heating and 
cooling system and solar panels.   

 
3.7.2. The Housing Centre plans also include an area for residents with resources 

and meeting space, training facilities and an on-site kitchen assembly area 
bringing additional employment opportunities to the city. 

 
3.7.3. Apprenticeship positions are now being established through the 

partnership. Mears and the council are also working with the city college to 
provide additional opportunities for students to carry out work to a number 
of long term empty properties within the city. These properties provide an 
opportunity for students to learn skills in a safe and supervised environment 
and carry out essential work to properties.  

 
3.8. Next Steps 
 
3.8.1. The partnership will continue to develop with a focus on ensuring that the 

good level of performance demonstrated in the first six months of the 
partnership is maintained and further improvements are delivered in 
communicating programmed work and delivering a high quality repairs 
service. 

 
3.8.2. The Core Group will monitor the objectives set out in the Partnership 

Development plan and continue to ensure progress on the Housing Centre 
project.  

 

3.8.3. The partnership will work to deliver the actions identified by residents in the 
recent mystery shopping exercise and the recommendations identified by 
the Audit Commission in their report.  

 

3.8.4. A twelve month review of the partnership will be undertaken by the 
Partnering and Performance team and reported to the Core Group and 
Housing Management Consultative Committee. 

 
 
4. CONSULTATION 
 
4.1. Residents have been actively involved through the Asset Management 

Panel and Repairs & Maintenance Monitoring Group. Residents attend the 
Core Group meeting which oversees the strategic direction and operational 
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effectiveness of the partnership. Residents will also be involved in the 
Partnership Group. 

 
4.2. Regular progress reports are presented to the Repairs & Maintenance 

Monitoring Group and the Asset Management Panel as well as Housing 
Consultative Committee. 

 
 
5. FINANCIAL & OTHER IMPLICATIONS 
 

  Financial Implications: 
  [Address all capital and revenue financial and property implications arising out of 

the report proposals.  This section to be completed by relevant finance officer] 
 

5.1. The costs of the Housing Repairs and Improvement Strategic Partnership 
have been included in the 2010/11 HRA Revenue Budget and the three 
year Capital Programme as approved at Cabinet on 11 February 2010. 
Financial monitoring against these budgets are reported to Core Group on 
a monthly basis. As at the end of August no variations to budgets have 
been reported.  

 
5.2. Future savings targets will be monitored and driven through the Partnership 

Cost Reduction Plan and incorporated into future budget reports.  
 
5.3. An update on financial forecasts against budgets for the current financial 

year will be included in the HRA Revenue Budget 2011/12 report which will 
be presented to the Housing Management Consultative committee in 
January 2011. 

 
 Finance Officer Consulted: Susie Allen  Date:14 October 2010 
 
 Legal Implications: 

   
 

5.2 There are no substantive legal implications arising from this update report which 
is for noting only.  However, it is important that contract monitoring continues, to 
ensure performance against specification, and that monitoring takes place to 
ensure the planning permission referred to in 3.6.1 above is correctly 
implemented 

 
 Lawyer Consulted: Oliver Dixon  Date:25 October 2010 

 
 
Equalities Implications: 
 

5.3  An equalities impact assessment (EIA) has been completed as part of the 
procurement and mobilisation process. A further EIA will be completed now 
that the partnership has commenced. 
 
 
Sustainability Implications: 
 

5.4. A new contract of this size has potential to impact on the city’s environment 
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and carbon emissions. The partnership will aim to minimise its impact on 
the environment by reducing waste and minimising carbon emissions from 
its operations. 
 

5.5. The partnership will also aim to help residents cut down on energy and 
water bills by the provision of energy advice and information packs. The 
partnership is also looking to improve properties by participating in 
schemes that will improve the energy efficiency of homes and utilise 
renewable energy sources. 

 
5.6. The partnership is committed to re-furbishing the Housing Centre building 

to a high sustainable standard to minimise its carbon emissions. The 
refurbishment will include fitting a sustainable heating/cooling system, 
rainwater recycling system and solar panels. The proposal for an onsite 
kitchen assembly workshop has the potential to bring sustainability benefits 
in terms of material use, reduced transportation and local employment. 

 
 
Crime & Disorder Implications: 
 
5.7. The partnership will bring added value benefits which provide community 

and regeneration benefits to the city. The provision of apprenticeships, 
onsite training academy and kitchen assembly workshop will bring 
employment and training opportunities for local people including those that 
are not in education, employment or training. 

 
Risk and Opportunity Management Implications: 
 
5.8. A comprehensive risk register is overseen by the partnership Core Group. 
 
 
Corporate / Citywide Implications: 
 
5.9. The contract has the potential to bring significant benefits to the city and its 

residents. It is also important that a contract of this size does not have a 
negative impact on established local businesses. 

 
 
6. EVALUATION OF ANY ALTERNATIVE OPTION(S): 
 
6.1. This report provides an update on progress with the partnership. 
 
 
7. REASONS FOR REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
7.1. The new partnership enables Housing Management to meet the key 

objectives of the Procurement Strategy which was agreed in April 2008. 
The new contract is key to enabling the council to have a sustainable 30 
year Business Plan for the housing stock and bring the maximum number 
of homes to the Brighton & Hove Standard (exceeding the Decent Homes 
standard). 
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SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 

 
Appendices: 
 
1. Responsive Repairs Customer Satisfaction Information (April to September 2010)  
 
2. Repairs & Improvement Partnership Performance Report (April to August 2010) 
 
Documents In Members’ Rooms 
 
 None 
 
Background Documents 
  
 None 
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Housing: Repairs and Maintenance report Brighton and Hove City Council 10/11-

SCORECARDS

Housing: Repairs and Maintenance

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR UNIT TARGET ACTUAL STATUS

HLPI E1 Time taken to complete repairs to 

empty properties

Days  6.00 12.00

HLPI E2 Orders which pass 

post-inspection (empty properties) %

%  99.30 97.00

HLPI R1 (BV 72) Right to repair: 

performance in carrying out statutory 

repairs (%)

%  98.89 97.00

.

HLPI R2 (BV 73) - Non-right to repair: 

average time taken to complete (days)

Days  9.00 15.00

.

HLPI R3 Orders completed within target 

time: emergency (%)

%  98.50 97.00

.

HLPI R4 Orders completed within target 

time: urgent (%)

%  94.31 97.00

.

----------

.

HLPI R5 Orders completed within target 

time: routine (%)

%  99.88 97.00

.

HLPI R6 Resident Satisfaction: 

respondents who rate the repairs service 

as good or excellent (%)

%  96.42 95.00

HLPI R7 Orders which pass 

post-inspection (%)

%  98.48 95.00

.

HLPI R8 % of repairs completed right first 

time

%  98.48 85.00

Tuesday, 21 September, 2010 Page 2 of 3

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Red
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Housing: Repairs and Maintenance report Brighton and Hove City Council 10/11-

SCORECARDS

Housing: Repairs and Maintenance

.

HLPI R9 Responsive repairs; appointments 

made and kept (%)

%  94.69 95.00

NI158 - % non-decent council homes %  34.71 32.50

There has been a 0.95% improvement in total decency during the last month.

Tuesday, 21 September, 2010 Page 3 of 3

Amber

Red
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ADULT SOCIAL CARE & 
HOUSING OVERVIEW & 
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

Agenda Item 38 

Brighton & Hove City Council 

 

 

  

 

Subject: Update: Health & Housing Inequalities 
Steering Group 

Date of Meeting: 4 November 2010 

Report of: The Director of Housing 

Contact Officer: Name:  Andy Staniford Tel: 29-3159 

 E-mail: andy.staniford@brighton-hove.gov.uk 

Wards Affected: All  

 

 

FOR GENERAL RELEASE  

 

 

1. SUMMARY AND POLICY CONTEXT: 

 

1.1 The Housing & Health Inequalities Steering Group has arisen as a 
result of the Health Impact Assessment that was carried out as part of 
the development of the Housing Strategy 2009-2014. 

 

1.2 The HIA identified a number of key recommendations to improve 
partnership working and facilitate joint commissioning between 
housing, health and care services that have the potential to improve 
value for money and reduce or prevent health inequalities.  

 

1.3 At ASCHOSC on 24 June 2010, Committee requested that an update 
on the work of this group is brought to this meeting. 

 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 

2.1 That members note the contents of the report. 

 

3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
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3.1.1 The Health Impact Assessment carried out as part of the development 
of the Housing Strategy 2009-2014: healthy homes, healthy lives, 
healthy city identified a wealth of research illustrating the negative 
impact on health and quality of life arising from poor housing and 
support.  

 

Source: Chartered Institute of Environmental Health, (2008) 

 

3.3 Improving housing and support services promotes independence and 
reduces the number of people from having a crisis in their lives. This 
limits pressure on health and care sectors as fewer people would 
require hospital admissions or residential care. Evidence also shows 
how improving housing and support can reduce anti-social behaviour 
and crime, improving the quality of life in communities. 

 

3.4 An additional consideration is that if housing and support services were 
to be reduced, this would place an extra burden on health and care 
services as more people would have a crisis in their lives that would 
require more intensive and costly services (in addition to the reduction to 
the quality of life of the resident and their family). 

 

3.5 This presents three key questions: 

1. How much are housing services improving quality of life and 
reducing demand for high cost crisis services? 
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2. What would be the impact on people’s wellbeing and other public 
sector budgets if housing services were reduced? 

3. What is the scope to expand or remodel housing and support 
services in partnership with health and care to achieve greater 
benefits to local people and reduced costs to the wider public sector 

 

3.6 Developing robust evidence will support the role of housing services in 
influencing Intelligent Commissioning and joint commissioning decisions 
by allowing commissioners to compare the relative benefits to residents 
and the public purse of housing prevention services alongside medical 
evidence on treatment in determining the best course of action. 

 

4. HOUSING & HEALTH INEQUALITIES STEERING GROUP: 

 

4.1 The Housing & Health Inequalities Steering Group was set up to 
support the Cabinet Member for Housing to develop the necessary 
evidence around housing’s contribution to the local health and care 
economy and to develop joint commissioning proposals to improve 
services in the city.  

 

4.2 In addition, the group is well placed to become a sounding board and 
provide a valuable consultation role to support needs assessments and 
strategy development across the partner organisations. 

 

4.3 Membership of the group comprises of key officers and commissioners 
from the Council’s housing and social care services, the Primary Care 
Trust and also the joint PCT/BHCC Public Health directorate. 

 

4.4 The group primarily reports to the Strategic Housing Partnership 
however, members are linked to a wide range of partnerships and 
forums to tap into the latest thinking and ensure recommendations can 
be channelled through the most appropriate route. 

 

4.5 Work stream 1: Evidencing 

This work stream is developing a portfolio of evidence and tools, 
validated by health professionals that demonstrate the housing 
contribution to reducing health inequalities and improving quality of life. 

 

4.5.1 The portfolio is currently in development and highlights a number of key 
studies, including: 

 

4.5.2 Stepney Health Gains Project 1995-2000, “A Drop in the Ocean”, 
Peter Ambrose, University of Brighton, 2000 
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This research assessed the ‘health gain’ arising from the improvement in 
housing conditions carried out as part of the SRB Regeneration 
Programme in Central Stepney between 1995/6 and 2000. 

 

Additional research looked at comparative costs between Stepney pre 
improvement and Paddington post housing and community improvement 
which identified marked differences in healthcare and policing costs 
between two similar areas: 
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Annual Cost Per Household 

 Stepney pre 
improvement works 

Paddington post 
improvement works 

Healthcare costs £ 515 £ 72 

Policing costs £ 380 £ 85 

Barrow, M. and Bachan, R. (1997) The Real Cost of Poor Homes: 
Footing the Bill: How Poor Quality Housing Affects the Lives of 
Residents and Service Providers, Royal Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors 

 

Detailed interviews in Stepney both before and after the SRB 
improvement works highlighted marked differences in residents’ quality 
of life and perception of their community: 

 

Key Findings 

 Stepney 1996 Stepney 2000 

Illness days per person  1 in 3 days 1 in 20 days 

Satisfaction with the estate 
(quite satisfied) 

58% 90% 

Feeling safe on the estate 
(quite safe) 

46% 74% 

Do you feel you belong to 
the community (very/fairly 
well) 

62% 92% 

How satisfied with 
children’s schools (very 
satisfied) 

51% 74% 

 

4.5.3 “The Real Cost of Poor Housing” report by the Building Research 
Establishment (BRE) & Chartered Institute of Environmental 
Health (CIEH), 2010  

This report was accompanied by a calculator allowing authorities to 
estimate the annual cost to the NHS from a range of housing related 
health conditions and the estimated cost to the local authority of 
carrying out improvement works and adaptations to homes to mitigate 
the risk of ill health. 

 

In Brighton & Hove the calculator estimated that stair falls, level falls 
and excess cold costs the local NHS £8m per annum. The cost to 
housing to remedy these issues is estimated to be £2m. This research 
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helps to inform our Private Sector Renewal and Disabled Facilities 
Grants programmes. 

 

In addition, follow up research suggests that the cost to the NHS is only 
40% of the cost to society and the public purse. Additional costs arise 
from a range of factors such as missed work, the payments of 
additional benefits and the provision of extra support. Based on this 
calculation, the £8m cost to the NHS equated to a total cost to Brighton 
& Hove of £20m. 

 

4.5.4 Brighton & Hove Supporting People Programme Cost Benefit 
Analysis 2009 

This study used local data in a nationally developed model to estimate 
the impact on public services from the extra demand which would be 
generated if there was no Supporting People programme. From this 
model the toolkit calculates the savings to the public purse from the 
Supporting People programme. 

 

Nationally the analysis estimated that every £1 spent on Supporting 
People saved an additional £2, however, locally it has been calculated 
that every £1 spent saves £3.24 in Brighton & Hove. As a result, the 
city’s Supporting People programme improves the quality of life of 
around 5,000 people and saves an estimated £36.6m after allowing for 
the £11.3m invested: 

 

  Cost Category Totals (£m) 

  

 With 
Supporting 

People  

Without 
Supporting 

People  Net Benefit  

Supporting People Package   £11.3   -   -£11.3  

Residential Package   -    £32.7   £32.7  

Housing Costs   £48.3   £49.3   £0.9  

Homelessness   £2.4   £7.9   £5.5  

Tenancy failure costs   £0.3   £0.4   £0.1  

Health service costs   £14.6   £18.6   £4.1  

Social services care   £12.4   £10.2  -£2.2  

Crime costs   £72.3   £79.8   £7.5  

Benefits & Related Services   £21.0   £20.4  -£0.5  

Other Services   £2.3   £2.0  -£0.2  

TOTAL   £184.8   £221.4   £36.6  

 

4.5.5 “Building Better Lives: getting the best from strategic housing”, 
Audit Commission, Sept 2009 
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This study highlighted that Spending £2,000-£20,000 on adaptations to 
support an elderly person at home can save £6,000 per year in care 
costs. This evidence is contributing to the ongoing work around 
improving access to adaptations. 
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4.6 Work stream 2: Joint Commissioning 

This work stream is using the housing and health evidence to develop 
a robust business case for multi agency joint commissioning proposals 
to enhance and develop housing services as preventative services.  

 

4.6.1 Example: Liverpool Healthy Homes Programme: 

A PCT funded £4.5m housing improvement programme which started 
in 2008. Over a three year period, the Healthy Homes Programme is 
visiting 15,000 private rented properties in Liverpool and working with 
landlords and tenants to improve the quality of the housing stock. In 
addition, residents are being referred to other programmes such as 
smoking cessation and healthy eating to improve other factors affecting 
quality of life. 

 

Through the removal of hazard exposure and other interventions the 
programme is designed to: 

• Prevent up to 100 premature deaths when fully implemented  
Reduce GP consultations and hospital admissions by an estimated 
1000 cases.  

• Improve clinical understanding of poor housing on local health via 
communication with GPs and other clinical services.  

• Reduce reliance on secondary and tertiary treatment.  

• Increase community capacity to support housing improvements.  

 

4.6.2 Brighton & Hove Repairs on Prescription:  

A joint housing, public health and PCT “Repairs on Prescription” 
scheme has recently begun to train home call (roving) GPs with the 
ability to make housing referrals when the quality of someone’s home 
or unmet support needs may be contributing to their ill health. This is 
also designed to prevent unnecessary hospital admission.  

 

This scheme is based on recommendations from a Health Impact 
Assessment of the Housing Strategy in Brighton and Hove in relation to 
addressing health inequalities and improving health and wellbeing for 
the most vulnerable people in the city.  

 

As the Roving GPs service will target mainly older people the project is 
looking at additional options to target the wider population, such as 
through District Nurses; Health Visitors; Community Paediatricians and 
the Rapid Community Response Team.  

 

4.6.3 Brighton & Hove Mental Health Joint Commissioning:  
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This PCT led review of the city’s mental health services is being carried 
out in partnership with social care and housing services. 
Accommodation based mental health services amount to £31m per 
annum.  

 

The transformation agenda in the city is looking to create tiered 
accommodation and support pathways to ensure service users receive 
a level of support that maximises their independence within a re-
ablement and recovery model. We will do this through joint 
commissioning and reconfiguring existing services to meet this 
strategic aim. The LA and NHS are committed to ensuring that people 
are in appropriate accommodation and that people are supported to 
move on to greater independence.   

 

To enable these aims significant work is taking place with providers to 
refocus services towards re-ablement and recovery, and working with 
individual clients to move on from services where there is an 
insufficient focus on maximising independent and supporting move on. 

 

5. CONSULTATION: 

 

5.1 No formal consultation has been undertaken in preparing this paper. 

 

6. FINANCIAL & OTHER IMPLICATIONS: 

 

Financial Implications: 

6.1 Total Place pilots nationally have suggested that around £200bn per 
annum could be saved by more effective joint commissioning across 
public sector bodies. Recommendations from the Housing & Health 
Inequalities Steering Group will be presented for approval at their most 
appropriate forum. 

 

Legal Implications: 

5.2 There are none for Overview & Scrutiny. Recommendations from the 
Housing & Health Inequalities Steering Group will be presented for 
approval at their most appropriate forum. 

 

Equalities Implications: 

6.3 Health Inequalities have synergies with the traditional equalities groups 
with evidence highlighting that those with a poor education, on lower 
incomes, or living in more deprived areas have a poorer health and 
lower quality of life than others. Recommendations from the Housing & 
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Health Inequalities Steering Group will be presented for approval at 
their most appropriate forum. 

 

Sustainability Implications: 

6.4 There are none for Overview & Scrutiny. Recommendations from the 
Housing & Health Inequalities Steering Group will be presented for 
approval at their most appropriate forum. 

 

Crime & Disorder Implications:  

6.5 The provision of suitable housing and support for particular groups is 
known to have a crime reduction impact, such as in reducing anti-social 
behaviour caused by rough sleeping. Recommendations from the 
Housing & Health Inequalities Steering Group will be presented for 
approval at their most appropriate forum. 

 

Risk and Opportunity Management Implications:  

6.6 There are none for Overview & Scrutiny. Recommendations from the 
Housing & Health Inequalities Steering Group will be presented for 
approval at their most appropriate forum. 

 

Corporate / Citywide Implications: 

6.7 Tackling health inequalities is a core priority of the Council (“A city 
where people can access the housing they need” and “A city where 
people can live long, healthy & fulfilling lives”). It is also a significant 
driver for the Local Strategic Partnership and one of the key 
determinants of NHS Brighton & Hove’s commissioning strategy. 
Recommendations from the Housing & Health Inequalities Steering 
Group will be presented for approval at their most appropriate forum. 

 

 

 

 

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 

 

Appendices: None 

 

Documents in Members’ Rooms: None 

 

Background Documents: 
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NHS Brighton & Hove Housing Strategy Health Impact Assessment Report 

Available at: http://www.brighton-hove.gov.uk/index.cfm?request=c1188834 
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